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By letter of 28 october 1976 the committee on Regional poticy, Regional
Planning and Transport requested authorization to draw up a report on the
promotion of efficient air traffic control.

Authorization was given by the President of the European parliament in
his letter of 19 November L976. The Committee on Economic and lLlonetary
Affairs and the Committee on Energy and Research were asked for thelr opinions.
The committee on Regional policy, Regional pranning and Tranaport
appointed Mr No6 rapporteur on 24 January 1977.

rt considered the draft report at its meetinge of 25 May L977,
22 September L977 and 29 Ivlarch 1978 and unanimously adopted the motion for
a reeorution and the explanatory statement on 2g March Lg7g,
Present: Lord Bruce of Donington, chairman; I'lr Nyborg, vice_chairman;
Mr No6, rapporteur; Mr Amadei (deputizing for I,Ir Delmotte), Mr Brosnan,
Mr Brugger, Mr Cifarelli, Mr Damseaux, Mr Fitch, I,lr Fuchs, Irlr Hoffmann,
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, Mr Mascagni, Mr Osborn, I,!r pistilio, Mr Radoux (depu_
tizing for Mr Joxe) and lvrr santer (deputizing for Mr colin).
The opinions of the Committee on Economic and Ivlonetary Affairs and
the Committee on Energy and Regearch are attached.
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A

IIhe Committee on Regional Po1icy, Regional Planning and Transport hereby
submits to the European Parliament the following motion for a resolution together witlr explanatory statement:
MOTION FOR

A

on the promotion of efficient air traffic

RESOLUTION

control

@,
- having regard to the report from the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional
planning and Transport and the opinions of the Conunittee on Economic, and
ltonetary Affairs and the Committee on Energy and Resoarch (Doc. 49/78),
- referring to its previous resolutions on air traffic (Doc. 195/72, Doc.
lgZ/lZL, Doc. 374/752 and its debates of L2 November Lg753 and 15 October
A

L976'

,

- recognizing that air traneport in Europe is at present conducted with
relati.vely high degree of safetY,

a

- noting that there remains the possibility of improving safety standards
within the economic and technical limitations which must ultimately apply,
- being anxious to ensure that all appropriate means are employed to reduce
to a minimum the risk of air collisions and other causes of disaster,
I. Is concerned at the fact that the rapid expansion of international air
transport and the need to accommodate other types of traffic, such as military and private avj-ation, poses probtems of capacity, which are likely to
impede the orderly and rapid movement of air traffic in proper eonditions
of safety. These problems, which basically stem from the fact that available airspace is limited, are particularly acute in those Parts of Western
Europe where the air traffic is very denee;
2. Draws attention to the large increase in running costs, the waste of fuel
and considerable inconvenience to the travetling public caused by the cancellations and delays in air traffic which arise from theee limitations on
capacity;

3. Feels therefore, that vigorous measures must be taken to ensure the full
use of currently available capacity and, where necessary, the expansion of
both air traffic services and airport capacities;
4.

the considerable work undertaken recently in scientific and technological research into the development and introduction of systems intended to secure the safe separation of aircraft, and believes that this

Welcomes

I o, *o. c 19, L2.4.1g73, p.51
j o.r no. c 2go, a.L2.L975, p.24
No. 196, p. L32
*I oulann.
oJlAnn. No. 2O7, p.217
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on the need to
reErearch must be continued and encouraged, while insisting
the cost
undertake arr evaluation of cost effectivenese, taking into account
of research, exPerimentation and the manufacture of the various technologicat accident Prevention systems i
5.

rs convinced that efforts have to be made to make the Products of the European aeronautical and electronic industries, particularly in air traffic
control system8, more competitive and acceptable to the world market;

used or
6. stresses the importance of achieving compatibility of equipment
likely to be ueed in air traffie control with a view to future standardization teading to greater cost effectiveness and effieiency' 'Irhie is of
particular importance in view of the increased use of automation and the
introduction of data links between air traffic control centree;

7. Consider8 that the international bodies, both governmental and nongovernmentalwhichareatPresentengagedinastudyoftheproblemsinvolved in air traffic management thould continue and inteneify their efforte ao as to ensure the most efficient use of available air traffic
control caPacitY;
g. Is convinced that efficient air traffic management should be organized on
a supranational basis and that close cooperation is vital in Europe because of its special geographical pattern;
9. The expansion of medium and long-haul air traffic ie expected to continue
in the future. On some shorter routes, hor,rrever, airlines may experience
strong competition from the railways which are planning substantial imwOu1d
provements to some rail services such as the Paris-Lyons route' It
serbe desirable for developments in short-haul air traffic and railway
stagei
vices betrreen the aame Points to be better coordinated at a EuroPean planning
ro. calts upon the commission to study the possibility of improving cooperation
of ultimately
betureen national air traffic control authorities with the aim
setting up a single European air traffic control system'
11. Pays tribute to Eurocontrol for its many activities which have contributed
to the promotion of air traffic control in a section of air space eharacterized by very heavy traffic and wisheE to stress the important role which
this organization is playing, esPecially in the field of training and experimentation, and the role it should play in the future in the field of
coordination between national air traffic control servicesi
12. Calls therefore on the governments of the Member states of Eurocontrol to
define the task8 and reeponeibilities of this organization in the neri' convention due to replace the €xisting convention which expires in 1983;
I.3. l,txpreaees i I.s qrave concern at the divislon between clvil and military conLrol of alr apace and calle upon the European governm€ntE concerned to
-6-
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to achieve a common use of the same air space by civil and miritary
traffic - contror being effected by joint civir and miritary control
units - in those areas where this has not yet been rearised;
L4. Berieves, further, that a sorution (by means of ralar) wirl be necessary
to solve the problems of wind shear at low artitude and to make available

to controllers information on the location of hazardous weather conditions;

15.

calls for community measures to give an added impetus to the apprication
of research being undertaken in various countries into the artificial
dispersal of fog at airports;
that studies should be undertaken on the provision of improved
organizational and procedural systems designed to reduce the incidence
of human error by both the pilot and the controller; is aware of the
impact of automated and modern air traffic control systems on the authority of the pilot of an aircraft, but is convinced that from the opera_
tional point of view the finar decision should remain with the captain
of the aircraft;

15. Feers

L7.

rs of the opinion that action shourd be taken to explore the question
of satisfactory conditions of emplo)ment and career prospects for air
traffic controllers so as to reduce the present incidence of industrial
unrest and encourage the continuing avairability of suitabry gualified
personnel for recruitment to the profession;

18. Berieves

that the states coneerned should improve the procedures for
the reporting and the anatysis of near miss incidents, and other evident
deficiencies in the air traffic control systems;

19.

stresses that it is the first parliamentary body to carr for suitable
measures to improve standards of control, and depl0res the fact
that
the community institutions have taken no action on the question of air
traffic control;

20. Asks the president of the European parliament, following the adoption
of the Resolution, to organize a conference of all interested parties,
including the councir of Europe, with a view to developing the recom_
mendations contained in this Resolution;

2L. To this end, carrs upon the council to include the question of air
traffic eontrol among the civil aviation topics to be studied with a
view to community consultations or action, and this in close cooperation
with the competent international organizations, especially with fCAO;
22' rnstructs its President to forward this resolution to the council and
Corunission of the European Conununities and, for information, to
the
nationar parliaments, rcAo, EcAc, Eurocontrol, rATA and other interested
bodies.

-7-
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B

EI(PT,ANATORY STATEME }IT

I.

INTRODT'CTION

1. At its meeting of 2L october 1975 the Conunittee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and TransPort, on a proposal from
!1r osborn, decided to draw up an oryn-initiative report on improvements in air traffic control. This decision was taken in the
light of the mid-air collision which had occurred ttre previous
month in Yugoslav'air space over zagteb when 176 people died. whire
this report was still being drar,vn up, a collision at Tenerife
airport in l.{areh 1977 rcsulted in 577 deaths.
2.

D6spltG thcac tragle diaact,crs your rapporEcuronsidcrs it
would bc wrong and unfair to raise a hue and cry, for air transport
is in fact charactcrizcd by a relatively high degree of safety.
Dcspite thc enormous expansion in air traffic during past deeades
and the increaecd epeeda at which aircraft fly,
the number of
accidents in this transport aector is relativery 1'or in comparison
with others, esPecially that of road transport. Statistics publiehed

by the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) - to be
discussed in more detail in a later chapter - prove the truth of this
statement beyond aoy doubt.

3. This relativery high degree of safety does not, however, exclude
the possibility of introducing into the present systern of air traffic
control improvements which could not only reduce the risk of disasters,
but also contribute to a greater efficiency of the system. The purpose
of this report is, therefore, to examine the improvemente which could be
introduced, the projects which deserve priority and the contribution
which the Community institutions might make.
4. flight safety depends essentially on four basic factors: the pilots,
the aircraft, the infrastructure (incruding iTrter alia air traffic
control services, airports, navigational aids and aeronautical telecorununications etc. ) and the meteorological conditions. Your rapporteur
is convinced that measures could be taken or projects set up in each
sector to reduce to a minimum the danger of aircraft accidents or
collisions.

-8-
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Research into and the introduction of new
advanced techniques,
whether in respect of equitrrment designed for ground

traffic contror or
control equipment to be fitted in the aircraft themselves,
are
considered by !,rr osborn in the opinion he drenr
up on behalf of the
comnittee on Energy and Research- The effect of
technol0gical
innovationa on the industries concerned and the
competitive trrcsition
of the European aeronautical and erectronic induetrieg
on the world
market are cs'entially the reeponeibility of the
comnlttce on Economic
and Monetary Affaire. your rapporteur wrrl
consider problems
re lated to the alr traffic control evetem,
to the organl.rational and the
rieteorologica 1 aspecta whlch are freguent ly undere
st-imt-tEd.
5'

of course, the four safety factors mentioned above
cannot be
considered in isolation from one anotrer. Maximum
safety can,
thereforer onry be attained if radicar improvements
are introduced in
each branch and at the same time significant
efforts are made to
bring about more effective interaction betlileen these
branches.
Procedural and organizationar aspects must be
regarded as among the
prineipal aspects analysed in this report.
crosely linked is the
problem of European and inter-continentar
cooperation and the
resulting institutional problems.
6' Finally, an effort wirl be made to draw concrusions
from the rist
of problems and the survey of projects undertaken to
date so that
practicar reconunendatione and suggestions can be
drawn up for the
improvement of air safety- Attention wirl
be focused principarly on
international cooperation and the possibility of conr.unity
projects;
in viery of the fact that each nation has sovereignty
over its air space
and that the amount of air space available
to each nation - espeeiarly
in Western Europe - is linited, this clearly meets
an urgent need.

-9-
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II.

GEIIERAL COI.iMELIITS ON TIIE DEVELOPI4EM OF

AIR TRANSPORT, FLIGI{T

SAFETY

AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

7.

As stated above, air transport has expanded enormouely since the

end of the Second tlorld War. It ig not only the rapid expansion
of air trane;rcrt as such that has given an entirely new dimension to
flight safety but a number of side effects of this gigantic
expansion have radically cffected air traffic control operations.
One of the earliest results of this, in itself alarming, development
waa a greater international awarenesE of the problem and this in
turn resulted in a numbcr of steps being taken by international
institutions to achieve a greater degree of air safety.

In this chapter we shall first illustrate the expansion in air
tranEport, then coreider the effects of this develotrxrent on air
traffic control and finally draw up a sumnary of the efforts made and
projects set up by the Connrunity or certain inter-governm€ntal
organizatione.

A. The expanaion in air transport
8. The expansion in air traneport since 1945 has been such that
statistics are rendered virtual-Iy supcrfluous. Apart from road
transport, air traffic ie undoubtedly the transport branch which hae
expanded most rapidly. This remarkable expansion applies to intercontinental, international and regional traffic.
Ten years after the end of the Second World lilar, the airline
companies rdere carrying some 70 million passengerE on scheduled
services. Ten years later, in 1965, the figrure had reached almost

9.

2OO

million.

The foIlorying table shows that there was an average annual
increase of 9.I% in the number of passengers carrjed
on scheduled eervices in the period 1956-1975. In figuas this means
an increage from 2OO million passengcre in 1965 r-o 438 million in
1975 and 473 million in Lg76L.

l r"oO, 'Annual Report of the Council - Lg75', Doc. 9188, p.2.
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Growth

in air transport bv scheduled services in
period

Year

Passengers

(nil1ions

)

the

1966-1975

Annual inerease
(%)

Passenqer,/I{

millions

Annual

increase
(%l

229,ooo

1966

2o/0

L967

233

re.s

273,OOO

Lg.2

1968

265

316,OOO

1969

293

L3.7
10.6

I5.8
1I. I

L97o.

311

L97t

333

L972

358

L973

404

L974

423

L975

438

6.1
7.L
10.

5

9.9
4.7
3.5

351,ooo
406,oco
464,ooo

8.8
6.3
14.3

520, ooo

12.

382,

OOO

546,ooo
559,ooo

I

5.O

4.2

(Source: ICAO, 'Annual Report of the Council.,
Doc. 9L66, p.21.
These figures refer only to the scheduled services of the airline
comlanies which are members of ICAO, with the exception, however,
of the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China.

10. Apart from scheduled services, the number of charter flights and
epecial tourist flights has increased enormously in the past few years
Thc significant increase in charter traffic can be illustrated by the fact
that in L975, charter flights accounted for 27% of the total air traffic
on the North Atlantic routel.
f,

General aviation2 is also on the incrgase, altho,rgh grovrth in
this branch of air transport is much slower in Europe than in the

United States. Statistical information is equally scant for private
aviation as for charter traffic.

lroro,

'Reports and Proceedings of thc 32nd Annual General Meeting',
Singaporc, Novembcr L976, p.82.

2 ceneral aviation refers to every civil non-commercial flight.
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To complete the picture, rnention should also be made of the upward
trend in air freight. In 1970, 4.6 million tonneg of freight vrcre
carried, and 5 years later the total was 6.5 rnillion tonneE. The figures
for 1956, 1950, 1955, Lg?O, and 1975, expressed in tonnes,/kilornetr€ x,ere
reepectively 1.4 - 2 - 4.8- 10.6 and 17 miltionl.

In conclugion, military aviation needs also to be lrentioned. Of coursc,
no precise figuree are available for the nunber of nilitary traffic or
milltary trainlng flights. Ho\,{ever, . it is known that this traff ic has a
sigmificant effect on the overall air traffic system.

qualitative developrsnt in air travcl is doubtleesly as
apectacular as the percentage growth in the number of flights or Paas€ngers
carried. I'ron the point of view of flight eafety, qualitativ€ Progress
relatee mainly to the ever-increasing speeda and the height at which aircraft
fly. The Anglo-French Concorde which carrc lnto servicg in .ranuary L976
heralded a new era - that of supersonic Passenger flights.

11.

The

B.

oevelop

L2. It is quite clear that the quantitative and qualitative exPansion in
air transport has caueed seriouE problems for air traffic controllers.
Howgv€r, the p€raonne1 responsible for air eafety harre carried out their
duties in admirable fashion and, despite this axpangion, have managed to
reduce the rigk factor in air traffic.
13. llhe basic aystem for controlling routes and air traffic currently in
use in Europo rna lntroduced in the 195Oe. This syatem, devised for the
types of aircraft and ttre volume of traffic obtaining at that time, was
initially quite adequate and allowed air traffic to circulate freely and
punctually up to the end of 1955. In 1968, aa a reault of the increasing
use of air transport, a growing congestion in air traffic became aPParent.
Attention was drawn to this atate of affaire in 1969 by the ICAO and,
as a result, eeveral European countrieE took 6teps not only to improve the
system by all possible m€,ans, but also to rationalize the use of air aPace,
a proceas which initially involved eignlficant reetrictions on air
tranaport.
As a result it is now the cage that in the eentre of Western Europe which includes Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, west Germany, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain, Srvitzerland and the United
Kingdom - the aystem adopted for the control

1 rcao Doc. 9156, p. 2 and p.
-

L54

-L2-
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aereices has had to attain a high degree of eophistication to solve the
problem of keeping the rate of flow of aircraft.
In peripheral areas,
where the traffic flow is less heavy and the burden on the system less
acute, control problems are not so serious. In some of thege areas the
governmentE concerned have adopted lese aophisticated control systems
which, in normal circumstancea, are perfectly able to prorride for safe
Hovrever, traffic from central Europe towards the
and fluid traffic.
peripheral areas is constantly increasing, particularly during the tourist
Beason, and it is clear that further developlrents in the air traffic
control ayetems will becone esEential.

L4. Since 1957 the ICAO has been gathering statistics on accidents
involvin-g aircraft belonging to the airlines of lt{ember States of the

ICAO

which operate scheduled gervices.

In 1957 there were 31 accidents in which 5O7 passengerE lost their
Iives. Last year there were 20 accidents wLtjn 726 victimel. The number
of fatal accidents per IOO million pasEenger/kilonetre fell from O.52 in
1957 to o.I1 in L976.
The following table illuetrates the number of fatal accidents which
occurred in scheduled civil air transport during the period, Lg66-Lg752.

Year

Paaaengers

(millions)

No. of
accidents

No. of
deaths

1965

2o,0

31

1001

L967

233

30

674

I968

265

35

9L2

1959

293

32

946

1970

311

28

6A7

L97L

333

3I

a67

L972

368

42

1210

L973

4o,4

36

862

L974

423

29

130I

L975

434

19

44L

Deaths per

loo

m pass,/km.

o.44
o.25
o.29
o.27
o.18
o.2L
o.26
o.L7
o.24
o. 08

Fatal accLdents per
IOO

m I Loo,ooo
I flying hrs.

kilonetres
o.59
o.57
o.58
o.48
o.40
o.44
o.58
o.48
o.39
o.25

o.33
o.29
o.32
o.27
o.23
o.26
o.34
o.28
o.23
o.15

It should be noted in passing that the introduction of bigger aircraft,
guch as jumbo jets has meant a general increase in the number of victims
per aecident.
Source: IcAo, Doc. 9166, p.2 and p. 36. The relevant figures-for the
people's Republic of China-and the Soviet Union are not included in this
tab1e.
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15. The ICAO recently began drawing up statistics on non-scheduled air
tranEport. The figures for L974 and 1975 relating to the number of fatal
accidents per 100 rnit lion passenlJer kilometres for these services amounted
to 0.39 and 0.30 compared with 0.24 and 0.08 for scheduled services.
16. To conclude this chapter, we can say that despite the revolution in
the air transport aector and the attendant congestion and saturation in
certain areas of air EtrEce, the availability of improved training of
air traffic controllers and better air traffic control facilities have
proved that the danger of tragic accidente involving aircraft can largely
be averted. International incentiveg and encouragenrcnt to Promote air
safety ghould certainly not be digcounted in this context.
C.

International cooperation

L7. Ae nentsioned in the introduction, air traffic control cones within
the exclusive jurisdiction of national authorities. Iloulever, the fact
that a nation has sovereignty over the air s;race above its territory
does not rule out the develoSxrent at international level of a whole
range of neasures airted at cooperation and the coordination of [Easures
to increase air safety.
The following paragraphe contain a summary of the principal projects
which the major international organizations have carried out or are
carrying out in this field. They aleo include a few marginal notes on

their respective

pourers.

Although the firet eection deale with Cornrmrnity projects, your
rapporteur would also point out that on the matter of concrete results
in the sphere of air safety, the Community unfortunately has little
grounds for satisfaction. Nonetheless, he considers it appropriate to
illustrate briefly Commrnity efforts - especially those made by
Parlianent - as the essential background to the proposals drawn up in
the following chapter.

1.

Ehg-E-g=98939-gggntgi!v

18. Pursuant to article 84(1) of the Treaty of Rone, the provisions of
the Treaty relating to transport do not apply to sea and air transport.
Article 84(21 reads as follows:
"l'hr{ (iounell nray, actlnrJ unanj,moucly, dectde whether, to what
,.xtr.nL and by whaL proer-.c'lure approprl_atr' provlalonr may be Ialtl
dcryn

for aea and air traneport'

t

.

- 14-
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The unanimity required undoubtedly explains the absence of Community
decisions or regulations in respect of these two transport sector". I
The European

parliarent

19. The EuroPean Parlianent has laid the founda.tions in the field of
air transport. rts efforts were twofold: it sought on the one hand
to have Article 84(2) and consequently community provisions relaLing
to air transport implenented and, on the other, to have rneasures to
increase flight safety drawn up.
20- As long ago aa 19Gr, the report by Mr cornigrion-Morinier
(Doc- Lo7/6L1, on behalf of the then conunittee on Transport, advocated
a common air transport policy. rn the sanE year a supplenentary report
was published on questione of air transport in the context of the
European Conmunitiee (Battistini report, Doc. LL7/6L1. In 1965 the
conunittee on Tranaport drew up a second own-initiative report which
more sPecificatly concerned the integration of civil avaiation in the
Community (report by llr Drout-L,Hermine, Doe. 24/65). In 1970 the
Committee on TransPort rras authorized to draw up an orrrn-initiative
report on rnatters relating to European air transport. During the
preparation of this report, for which your rapporteur arso served as
rapporteur, the commission submitted to the councit a proposal for a
decieion on the first rreasures of a common approach-to air transport
(Doc. L34/72')- The report (Doc. Lg5/72), which of course arso deart
with the draft decision, was referred back to the commission by the
Assembly on 17 January 1973 because of the large number of amendrents.
Trro months later the European parlianent adopted a supplenentary report
(Doc. 328/72).

These reports called for greater technical, operational and commer_
cial cooperation between the national aj.rline companies of the Member
states of the comrmrnity and closer contact with the airline companies of
third countries within the framework of the appropriate internationar
organizations. The view was also expressed that a cornmon air transport
policy wourd have to be developed as an integrar part of the common
transport policy. NurErous written and oral questions to the Council
and commission and debates in the Assembly showed that many delegates
to
the European parlianent supported this line.
I-

It should be pointed out that the general provisions of the Rome
also appry to air transport, as has been made crear by the court Treaty
of
Justicein its judgement of 4 ApriL Lg74 in Case L6?/71.

-ls-
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2L. Air safety as such was indeed broached by the EuroIEan Parlianent in
the report nentioned above, but was truly emphasized for the first tine in
its opinions on the draft decision of L972. At your raPPorteur's request,
parlianent proposed that the text of the Comnission docunent concerned
should be amplified so as to inctude, 'joint action to improve air safetyr,
in future Comrmrnity projects in the air transport sectorl.
22. During its sitting of 13 !,fay 1975 the EurotrEan Parlianent adopted a
resolution tabled by !{r Fellermaier on behalf of the SoclalieE GrouP
(Doc. 93/751, in which he expressed concern at a poaaible cutback in the
work of Eurocontrol. On 12 Novedber 1975 a debate wag held on air traffic
aafety on the baaie of oral gueetions on behalf of the Conunittee on Regional
policy and Tranaport to the Council and Commiesion (Doc. 346/75 and Doc.
347/75). Further to this debate, a resolution tabled by your raPPorteur,
tlr Nyborg, Mr Osborn, llr Schwabe and lrlr Seefeld (Doc. 374h5) was adopted.
In this resolution the Conunission was requested to Eubmit to the Council
without delay a ProPosa] for joint action in the field of air traffic
safety with a view to bringing the entire aerosPace under the control of
,
a single body-.
year later, on 15 October L976, following the mid-air collision
over zagreb3, a further debate was held in plenary sitting on improvencnts
in air safety on the basie of an oral guestion tabled by llr Osborn,
tilr Berkhouwer and your rapporteur (Doc. 328.h6). On that occasion the
Commission was asked what progress had been made in the field of air
traffic control. A further series of oral and written gueetJ.one to the
Councit and Conmriseion on thie subject r.rere tabled by l,!r Durieux,
Mr W. MOlIer, lilr G1inne , ltlr ZywLetz and othere; this clearly illustrates
the importance attached to this matter by titembere of the European Parlianent.
One

1No6

report (ooc. 32a/721, oJ No. c 19, L2.4.Lg73, p.55.
2oJ No. c 28o, 8.12. Lg?s, p.24, para. I of the resorution.
31.1"*b"r" recently received a note on the causes of and background
to the zagreb disaeter - see Notice to l,bdbers, PE 50.252.
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23. Parriarent also drew up reports on.proposals from the commission
concerning the matter under consideration. For example, in the case of
the communication from the Commission to the Council containing initial
proposals for priority projects in data processing, Irtr coust6, on behalf
of Lhe comnittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, drew up a report
(Doc. L99/75) to which uraa annexed an opinion drawn up by !!r McDonald,
on behalf of your committee, on one of the proposed priority projects
relative to the setting up of a study of real-tine data processing
systems reguired for air traffic control (ATc) in the 19go,s. Then your
rapporteur drew uP an opinion on behalf of this committee for Mr Guldberg,s
report, on behalf of the committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the comnunication from the Commission to the Council concerning an action
programnp for the European Aeronautical Sector (Doc. 203/761.
- Commission

and

Council

24. In its comrmnication on guidelines for Comrmrnity action to improve
traffic safety-, the conunission stated expressly that increased safety
mrst always be given priority by the bodies responsibre for matters
relating to traffic.
This substantial docunent deals in great detail with
road traffic safety but totalry ignores air traffic safety. The sanre
applies to the Commission'e proposal for a Council decision on the first
rrEaaures of a common approach to air transport (Doc. L34/72). Air traffic
safety was not nentioned in this docunent either. not even in the explanatory nremorandum.2 rn reply to a three-part written question by Mr w. MoIIer
on the subject of Eurocontror, the commission replied curtly that ,the
isEue has not been the object of any comrmrnity action'3j
1

25- During the debate in plenary sitting on 15 October L976, the former
Member of the commission, Mr Guazzaroni, exprained its point of view as
follows: 'the problem of air traffic control is of worldwide importance
and mlst therefore be solved at world level and not on a purely regional
leveI. Moreover, it is a highty technicar problem and the commission
does not have the technical know-how or the specialized staff necessary
to follow problems of air safety,4.

lcommission

Docune nt 237/TII/7L.
propoeal
htrf"
haa been withdrawn by the Commission (See Bulletin of
the EP, 53/77, P.21.)
3o.l No. c 97,
16.8.
p.2o

L974,

4Proceedings

of the Assenbly of 15.lO. Lg76, OJ Annex No.

-L7-

2O7,

p.

2Lg
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During the meeting of the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional planning
and Transport of 22 Septenbet L977 the present Comnissioner responsible
for transport, Mr Burke, took a similar line.

26. On the other hand, the communication from the Corunission concerning
an action Progralnme for the European Aeronautical sector of october 1975
(Doc. 3L9/75) incrudes a draft decision concerning the creation of a
corunon policy in the civil aircraft and aviation sector. It is a hopeful
sign that thie prolrceal (and others) is baEed on Articre 84 of the EEc
Treaty and, in Article 3(a) of this proposal for a decision, the Comnission
posturates 'the creation of a Europcan airspace to be managed on a
Conrnunity basiE'1.

27. Unfortunately, this important document does not rnake a single
reference to air traffic control. your conunittee regrets that the
addition proposed by I'tr Guldberg - at the request of your rapporteur to Article 3 of the draft decision, that is, the inclusion of flight
safety inthe overall p1an2, was not accepted by the Conunission in itE
alteration of the draft decision of Februa ry L9713. on 2 August 1977 the
comnission submitted to the council a conmunication concerning an action
Programme for Aeronautical Reecarch (Doc. 246/77) which does take fuII
aecount of flight eafcty. Thls communlcatlon wag debated in plenary on
17 January L978 on the baala of llr carpentler's report (Doc. 4s4/771.
2A. Of great importance to air traffic control is the proposal from the
Conunission, already referred to in paragraph 23, for priority projects on
data processing (Doc. 2L/75) and, more specifically, the fourth priority
project which is directly related; for the object of this study is to
make European industry better able to meet future Errropean reguirements as
regards the application of data processing to ATC4.
29. with reference to the topic being discussed herc, the @!!
of
the European Comnunities has not to date published any guidelires whatsoever. In the Conununity budget for L977, it simply entered 8 nillion units
of account to finance reselrch in the aircraft industry.

loJ xo. c 265, L9.1I.1975, p.2
2rnteri* report by ur Guldberg, Doe. 203/76, oJ No. c L78, 2.A-L976, p.Io
3o, *o. M, L7.2.L977, p. 11

4'OJ

No-

" 99,2.5.L975,

C

p.2O
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on 14 March L977, with reference to industrial policy in
the aeronauticar
sector, the councir made a statement concerning the objectives
of this
poricy-- Although air safety is not mentioned in so
many wordE, this
statement is important because it is the first
lnove made by the council
towarde joint action likely to have a beneficiar effcct
on air traffic
safety.

30' with regard to air traffic safety, taken in the strict
Eense of the
term, l4r Thorn, speaking in his capacity as president-in-office
of the
council on ro March 1975 in ansnder to an oral queetion by
Mr Durieux
on the future rolo of Eurocontrol, trld thet ,thc gucotlon
of elr rafcty
docs not, at prc'cnt farl wlthln thc jurladrctron of
tho comrunity,. HG
added that he courd glvc no furthcr dctalrs until
thc commiaeion,s
propoaar concerning an action programmc for thc
EuropGan Aeronautical
Sector had been studicd by the council2.
3I.

Since then, at its meeting of 29 and 29 June L977, the
Council
has agreed to a proposal by lrtr Rodgers, Minister for Transport
of the
united Kingdom, that certain matters falling within the civil
aviatlon
sector should be examined and instructed the permanent Representatives
committee to pr€pare its subsequent discussions in
this connection3.
At its foLlovring meeting on 27 october 1977 the councir took note
of
the oral report by the president_in_Offic€, Ivlr Chabert, Miniter
for
Ennsport of the Kingdom of Bergium. rt stressed the need for
a
corununity approach to civil aviation probrems and said
that priority
should be given to the question of cooperation with
international a ir
transPort organizations (sueh aE the ECAC and ICAO) and to
the
coordination of the positione of the Member states in theEe
bodies.
rhs councir arso expressed ite desire to receive proposars
as soon as
possible on other priority m.asures to be taken by
the conununity in
the field of air transport4.

32. fn conclusion, \,re ean say that, although the European Corununity
has so far drawn up no concrete policy guidelines with
a view to
increasing air traffic safety, the first steps have been
taken in the
direction proposed by parliament. After rong years of disirrueionment
the present moves being taken by the councir are fert by the
European
Parriament to be both an acknorruredgement and an incentive
to further

effort.

10, *o.

G9 , L9.3.L977, p.6
"
2Procecdings
of the Agseilbly of 10.3. L976, p.
3Couneil PtGss
release, see pE 49.5gg, p.2
4Council Press
releaee, see pE 5l.I5t, p.4
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(rcao)

33.ICAoistheapeciaIiseda9encyoftheUNofora11internatl.ona1c1v11
avlatlon matters ln all flelds. The presant mcmbershlp of ICAO tt 141 Etataa
lncludlng all EEc States (on 3I.1.1978)1.
The ICAO was set up at the Chicago Conference in 1944 in which 52 statcs,
not including Russia and China, took part, and which concluded with the
adoption of the Convention on International Civil Aviation. Althottgh thie
document is the basic source of public law in air navigation for scheduled
flights, it is limited by the text of Article 1, under which every I'lember
State has complete and sole sovereigmty in the atmospheric airspace above

its territory.
34. The signatory states to the Convention consider their membership cf
the ICAO to be characterized by equality and cooperation, and any waiver of
national sovereignty to be purely voluntary, deriving from the nature of
the provisions agreed in the organization.
In practice, Member States may choose to adopt from among the
regulations drawn up by the ICAO to increase the safety and efficiency of
air traffic, only those which each of them accepts as the most suitable.
35. The functions of ICAO are threefold: they include standards and
reconunended practices (which become annexes to the Convention), drafting
regulations and lay-down plans for the facilities and facilities on
services recognized as necessary for the international air navigation.
These plans are adopted by regional air navigation (RAN) - meetings held
every 5 years or ao in each one of the ICAO regions (North Atlantlc,
Europe, Middle East etc. ). The implementation of and amendmente to the
air navigation plans between RAN meetings is one of the functions of the
6 ICAO regional offices at Bangkok, Cal.ro, Dakar, Lima, Mexico and Paris
the latter is accredited to 30 European and litediterranean States.
ICAO has also the function of providing technical assistance b
developing countries (including the formation and training of specialiets
in the various air navigation and air transport fields). United Nations
Development Plan (UI[DP) projects concern civil aviation and are carried
out by the ICAO technical assistance services.
a special regional planning group called the European Air Navigation
Planning Group (EANPG) concerns itself with air navigation problenrs and
complexities in the European region. It keeps the European situation at a
constant review and recommends an appropriate action by the European Statee.
I tn it" recent Communication to the Council on the priority businees for
a Comnunity Transport ltlorking Progranune to 1980 (COlf (77) 595 final) ,
the Cormlssion stresses closer and more effective relations urith ICAO
and ECAC. Commissioner Burke did the same before your Cormnittee on
28 February 1978 (cf. PE 52.699).
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36. The ICAO studies the problems ariEing today in air traffic control and
ways of improving the present system. The European stateB take part in its
deliberations in various rcAo world-wide and regional bodies, which are also
actively assisted by specialists from the airline companies, who attend in
the IATA delegations. The point of view of pitots and control staff is also
rePresented by the delegations from the International Federation of Airline
Pilots Associations (TFALPA) and the International Federation of Air Traffic
Controllers Aesociations (ffatca). Other airspace users, i.e. pilots and
owners of private aircraft, are represented in turn by the International
Aircraft O^tners and Pilots Association (IAOpA).
37. Problems relating to the coordination of civil and military operations
are discussed in the NATO conunittee for the European airspace coordination
(cEAc), and at nationar level, too, detaired studies are made on this
subject.
The activltiee of these organizatlone *rould provide ample opportunity
for dieeussing and solving the problems inherent in air traffic.
Nevertheless some problems persist, either through a lack of acceptable solutions

or through failure of the lrtember States to take action once

agrreement has

been reached.

3.

_EgfgpSgl_giyi_1_lyig!]99_g9gEg=SgSg (EcAc)

38. r,ike the European conference of l,[,inisters of Transport (Eclfr) the
European civil Aviation conference hras set up at initiative of the Council
of Europe, by the Conference on coordilation of air traffic in Europe,
convened by ICAO in Strasbourg in april 1954. Sinee its establi shment in
1955, this Conference has been, as it were, a European division of the
ICAO.

39. One of its tasks is to keep a watch on the development of air transport
in Europe and promote coordination between its members with a view to
increased profitability
in this transport sector. hrrsuant to its States,
the EuroPean civil Aviation conference may investigate any specific problem
relating to the orderly development of air transport.
Formed initially with 19 states, the current memlcership is 2I states
(including Yugoslavia whieh joined EcAc in Lg7?). EcAc is provided wit1.
accommodation and administrative and secretarial services by the paris
office of ICAO. Although not subordinated to ICAO, the work progranunee of
ICAO and ECAC are closely coordinated. ECAC deals mainly with air transport
matters. The Technical Conunittee of ECAC tackles, however, European aspects
of the implementation of ICAO air navigation standards and recormended
practiees. Air traffic control guestions are regarded as a world-wide
problems and are not in ECAC,s work prognamme.

-2L-
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40. Ehe EuroPean Parlialrent has on several occaEione considered the problems
of Eurocontrol and its oPeration with reepect to the foreeeeable growth of
1
air traffic ,
Eurocontrol, which rras set up by the convention cf 13 December 1960,
ratified at the time by France, weat cermany, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Lrprenbourg and the United Kingdom and later by lreland, after an initial
period of operation!, rns in practice excluded from the direct exerciEe of
control in France and the United Kingdon. These two countrLes said that
they rrrished to manage air traffic services under their olvn respcnsibility
and, in order to avoid a formal amendment of the Convention, which had been
ratified, recourrre wae had to a formrla r*trereby this national management
was carried out on behalf of Eurocontrol, on an agency basis.

41. The difficulties which subsequently arose are well known. They concerned
the financing of the organization both as regards the scale of contributions
to be paid by Member States and ae regards ttre operation of the Eurocontrol
central route charges office in Bruasels.
This office collects chargea on uaers, that is to say the airlines,
(these charges amount to 15%, will gradually be increased to 60% and may be
subsequently increased to cover expenditure entirely) but the proceede are
paid to tlember States (and a numbr of aesociated states) and the office's
function ie merely an accounting one.

42. As a result of this uncertainty about the future of Eurocontrol ouer
the next period (the present convention expiree in 1983), it was agreed in
1975 that the Permanent corunission of Eurocohtrol woul-d corne to a decieion
on the basis of a report by civil and military representativeE of the
!,iember countries of the Conmission.
This report dealt with four hypotheees:
(1)

pure and aimple application of the Convention;

(21

maintenance of the gtatua quo, that is to aay, allowing derogationg;

(3)

extension of the Convention to lower airspace;

(4)

removal from Eurocontrol of all Btatutory responsibility and the

abolition of

eommon

financing.

f,t" t**tarlat drew up t note on Eurocontrol in 1975i aee PE 41 '62L'
' cooperatlon agreoments wero elgned wlth Danmtrk, Norhray, Swedon,
SwLtzerland, Ita1y, Portugal and Austrla.
- 22-
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From the attitudes of various national administracions it can be
deduced that there is a'certain tendency to reconsider this problem from a
national ang1e.

rn several countries individual problems have arisen. In the Netherlands,
for example, since the development of a new radar system, consideration is
being given to taking air traffic under its own contrcl except for simple
overflights. In west Germany it is considered necessary to take fuII control
of upper airspace and to entruat it to the Karlsruhe Centre at present
operated by Euroeontrol.
43. rn addition to these difficurties,.caused partly
by the probrems
of coordinating control in lower and upper airspace, there are certain others
such as the joint purchasing of contror and navigation equipment.
It is also clear that the problem of the survival of Eurocontrol
very important institutional and social aspects.

s.

has

geglstl_gI_Esrgps

44. As regards general problems of air transport and air traffic control,
the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has taken similar
initiatiuce ain€d at achieving similar objectives as thoee of the European
Parliament. The report by !{r de.Bruyne on Air Transport in Europe
(Doc. 375L of 3 Irlay L975), which strongly supports international cooperation,
belonge to the first category.
As regards air traffic control, in September L977 on the basis of a
rePort by Mr Treu (Doc. 4028 of 2L September L977), the parliamentary Assembly
adopted a recommendation on the introduction of Eystems to preveni mid-air
collisions. we shall come back to this very worthwhile report at a later
stage.

6-

gbe_Is!er!3!re!31-3Ir-Tr33eper!-leeeslslle!_JI1I1).

45. IATA was set, uP in 1945 by the airline companies and at the end of L976
comprised IO8 companies, of which 87 were rembers and 2I associate members.
IATA's objectives are to facilitate international air traffic and in
particular to promote standardization in a wide range of fields through
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cooperation between the airlines for the benefit of passeng.t"I. IATA is
not simply concerned with problems of raE s and tickets, but also with a
variety of technical matters such as standardization of aircraft equipment
airport questiona, etc., and with environmental
and ground facilities,
protection. In all mattera that require GovernmenE decLsions and hence
cannot be settled by the airlines themselves, IATA cooperates closely with
ICAO, being perrEnently represented on all the main conunittees, including
EANPG.

46. IAEA also plays a teading role in tle field of air saiety. Indeed,
a large number of ite activities are directly or indirectly concerned
Exanples of thia are studleE on tandwith.. the promotion of safety.
the
1ng systeme, improvement of radio linka for air traffic,
developnent of warning systems for potential hazarde in ttre proximity of
airports and equipnnnt to dieperse fog at airports, the preparation of an
information programne on the incidence of wind shear and the like-.
Since 1957 IATA has also been gathering atatistics on near misses in
Europe, forwarded by its nernber companies-

Last year IATA devoted special attention to the 'human factor' in
flight safety. A docurent was drarrrn up for the benefit of pilots containing
essential data on air safety which is to be regularly updated. In Lucerne
in November L976, IATA's Technical Committee organized a conference on pilot
selection and training.
47. The list of international and European organizationa contained in this
chapter is of course not exhaustive. Anytray, there would be litt1e point in
Iisting all the activities of the bodies concerned. lftre aim has simply been
to give an insight into the efforts being nlade to promote air safety by
cooperation and integration. Discussion of Eurocontrol hae deliberately been
kept brief seeing that a following chapter will be coneidering in detail
the future and role of Eurocontrol.

1 S".

NoE

report, Doc. 195/72, p. L7, poLnt 26, second paragraph.

2 IATA, 'Report on Eoceedings of the 32nd Anmra1 cengral Meeting',
pp. 43-46.
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III.

MEASI'RES TO IMPROVE

AIR

SAFETY

48. It is almost univerEally agreed that +-here ie room for i.mprovement
in air traffic control. In making this statement ]rour rapporteur by no
meanE wishes to deny the astonishing reEulte v*rich have been achieved in
the field of air safety; on the contrary, he pays the warmest of tributes
to all the organizations and individuaie who, in one way or another, have
contributed to improving air safety.
49. In view of the hurnan suffering and substantiat economic da^"gel
caused by air crashes, every effort must be made to enture the greatest
poasible degree of flight safety. In this chapter a number of measures
are suggeeted $thich might contribute to achieving thiE. For practical
and methodological reaaona these rneasures are dlvlded up into the
following categoriee:
- measurea in the area of research and develoPment of flight safety
techniques;

- organizational and procedural measuresi
- measures in the meteorological fie1d.
Obviously, to divide measures into categories in thie way is somewhat
arbitrary given the considerable interdependence of the various factors.
Even drastic improeements in each individual area will not suffice to
enEure greater safety and efficiency in air traffic control if the interdependence of the various safety factorE is disregarded. In other words,
optimal flight safety can be achieved only if practical measures in the
technological, organizational and meteorological fielda are accomlnnied
by measures which take account of the inter-action between the various
safety factors. In Chapter IV, which deale with international
cooperation and the poseibilities of Cou$unity action, special attention
will therefore be paid to this interdelrndence between the various
individual areas.
A.

Meaeures

in the field of technoloqical reEearch and development

50. The problem of research and the introdrrction of new techniques and
systema with a view to improving flight safety is dealt with only briefly
here since, according to the digtribution of tasks agreed upon by your
rapporteur and Mr Osborn, drafteman of an opinion for the Comnittee on
Energy and Research, these aspects are to be considered in detail by the
appropriate committee. Your rapporteur, who took part in the discussion
1

^ The following example givee an idea of the astronomic sums involved
here: according to 'Le l,tonde' of 9 April L977 t-}re insurance companies
paid out g35O million in compensation following the aircraft collision
at Ttncalfc in I{arch L977.
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on !4r Osborn's opinion in the relevant committee, fully supports the
argurpnts and conclusions contained in that opinion (PE 48.238/fj,n.)
regarding research and technology. Your raPporteur has unhesitat,ingly
incorporated the reconmendations contained in that oPinion into the motion
for a resolutlon and the conclusions. As far ae technology is concerned,
therefore, this section will be confined to stressing certain aspects and
making a number of additional comments.

possible must be given to the study and
development of systems to promote flight, safetyl. Priority should be given
to the following projects: development and marketing of techniques to
prevent aircraft collision, including airborne collision avoidance systems
and gnound based conflict detection and resolution Eystems, development
of data processing techniques for use in air traffic contror; improvements
in accuracy of some altimeters used in the upper airapace; and develoPment
of improved approach and landing systems. The latter are particularly
desirable when one considers that almost fifty percent of all air crashes
occur on landing. Investigations should also be carried out into ways of
ensuring wider and more intensive use of ground radar systems.

51. As

much encouragement as

52. The selection of research and devetopment projects and the drafting
of research and development programmes must be guided by the following
criteria:
- the extent to which a particular projeet may contribute to improving
air traffic safetY;
- the.extent to wtrich a giuen project will contribute to the optimal
utilization of existing capacity and/or the expansion of capacity
(of airspace and airPorts);
- the role cf a giuen project in an overall package of measures;
- the extent to which individual actions can be tinked up and integrated
in an international context;
- the ayoidance of duplication and the dispersion of effort and financial
resources;

- economic profitability and financial implications;
- the foreseeable impact of a project or Prograrune on the competitive
position of the European industrial sectors concerned on the world
market;

- the mutual compatibility of techniques and equipment.
'|

' See points L9-2L of tlr osborn's opinion.
see llso, for more technical details, the Treu report (Doc. 4028) of
the council of EuroPe.
-26-
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The eetabl ishment and apptication of well-defined criteria
conetitutea an eesential requirement, given the high coat of resaarch
into and the teeting and introduction of new techniques and the limited
financial reEourcea available for this PurPose.

53.

Some

of these general objectives reguire a word of explanation.

Firstly, as regards profitabilitv +nd financial imPl:LqEllions, .it
must be stressed that the most advanced fligh+* safetlz systerns are
extrernely expensive. Consequently your commitiee feels that it- is
absolutely essential for estimates to be made of the cost of research,
testing and marketing of the relevant projects. In this connection, the
coet of purchase and maintenance for the user must not be overlooked.
It is only on the basis of a reliable asgesament of expected and
posaible coEts that judicious choices can be made. Such assessments
would undoubtedly best be made by means of cost-benefit analyses.
Clearly, cooperation can lead to subetantial economies of scalc.
This question of cooperation, which also involves incalculable advantages
from the point of view of the elimination of expensive and unnecessary
duptication and the avoidance of dispersion of effort and financial
resources, will be the subject of further consideration in the following
chapter.

54. The need to strenqthen the competitive position of the releuant
European induetries constitutes an objective which muat constantly be
borne in mind when research and developnent programmes are being drawn up.
It ie, to say the least, regrettable that EuroPe has been obliged to give
up its leadership in the advanced technology induatries to the
United States and that the gap separating them is getting gradually
bigger. In the area of the deuelopment of collision warning and
el-ectronic systems to prevent air crashes, the EuroP€an industries are
lagging hopelessly behind. Your raPporteur considerE it absolutely
unacceptable that European know-how and advanced scientific experience
in other sectors are being so poorly applied in this area. If we are to
have any chance of successfully combating thie unfortunate situation and
giving the necessary impulse to the European electronic and aircraft
industry, it would sreem once again that cooperation is a primary necessity.
To this end efforts currently being made to bring about EuroPean
cooperation muat be speedea opl.
55. Finally, there must be a very high degree of mutual comnatibilitv
between air traffic control apparatus and equiptnent. The Present situation
rI fn reply to a written gueetion by !4r Dondelinger (No. 623/751 the
Cormllslon gtated that actlon needcd to be taken to ensure that Europe
dld not loge control of the developmant of key advanced technology
lnduetrleg (O., No. C 67, 22.3.L976' P. 41) .
PE 50.962 /ti.n.
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ic that in an effort to improve the ability of an air traffic controller
to handle increasing numbers of aircraft and to improve the overall
efficiency of the air traffic control service, some European ATC centres
are making increased uee of automated sefvices. At present these
facilitatc the provision to the controller of the information wtrich he
requires to fulfil his control functione, through the correlation of
flight progress data obtained from a number of seurces, such as flight
plans, transfer of control meseages from adjacent centrea, and data from
radar. In further development these facilities may provide information
to the controller on impending conflicts between aircraft movements and
the action he should take to resolve them. They may also be integrated
automatically with information to and from the aircraft. AU this will
demand installation of automated equipment in the various European
centree which is compatible, so ast to facilitate the smooth exchange of
information and data between adjacent control centres.
In June 1976 the Aasembly of the western European Union (vyEU)
adopted a recommendation urging ma:rimum standardization of control
aystems and equipment in order to increase the efficiency and reduce the
cost thereof-.
1

56. Although standardization indisputably offers certain advantages, it
should be pointed out that mutual compatibility is not slmonymous with
complete standardization. In view of the najor variations in air traffic
density between congested and peripheral areas it rculd hardly be
realistic to require that the same costly apparatus should be available
everln her€. What matters ie that the apparatus, inetallations and
equipment used for air traffic controf mJy be coordinated at aII times
wlthout particular difficulty.
57. Coneideration of the problem of air traffic control from the
scientific and technological point of view cannot be complete without
some nnntion being made of research in the field of air traffic control
with the aid of gatellites. Research has been going on in this field
for several years now and although it can be assumed that 15 years will
elapse between a reaearch programme being drawn up and the results of
that research being put into practical effect it is of vital importance
that attention shourd be paid q to the possible effects of such air
traffic control systems on air safety. Air traffic control by rueans of
satellites presents the two-fold advantage of indicating the position
of aircraft much more precieely and making it possible to control all
-
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airspace. rt is a fact that aircraft on transatlantic routes are given
radio assistanc" .o.p"i"ble with that on transcontinental ftights only
while they are within 300 miles of the coast; satellites will therefore
clearly be of use over the oceans as well as those 1and masses where
there are few air traffic control stations. Irloreover, it can almost
certainly be assumed that the utilization of satellites in air transport
will- add a compretery new dimension to air traffic control.
58. A first at,tempt to use a satelrite for the purposes of safer air
traffic control and better communication between aircraft and ground
was made in France but the 'Dioscures' prograrune was dropped after
only incomplete experimentation. At the moment a European-AmericanCanadian project, the AEROSAT project, ie under consideration; this
project ls almed at improving navigatlon, control, weather information
and terecommunications. An ambitious project such as AEROSAT wirl
probably take many long years to realize, especially as a certain
a','unt of resistance must be expected from, for example, potential
users who fear that the aPParatus to be installed in aircraft wirr be
too expensive'. rATA has expressed its opposition to this project
on the ground that its fundamental design is unsuitabre, that the
project is itserf premature (according to rATA a satellite system on
the North Atrantic route wilr not be necessary untir i995) and that
the cost invorved (about g5oo mitrion) is rearry too heavy2. The
united states congress has recently refused to finance the project
and aa a resul-t the prograrnme, as originarry designed, has been
suapended. llhe AEROSAT project is not dead yet, however, and it ie to
be hoped that work wilr continue, if onry on an amended programme.
1

on 23 November L9?7 the'European $pace Agency succeeded in
putting into orbit the firEt Europ€an weather satellite, METEOSAT, and
th;Ls testifies to the tremendous progregs which has been made in this
a':ea. As far as air traffic control is concerned, the various projects
m'ay be diuided into three categories: the first
of these, sAT
(satellite-to-Aircraft Techniques) are intended to make frying easier
and eafer by providing information from slmchronized saterrites; the
gecond is a more modest category of pro;iects
carled RAST (Random
Access Aircraft-to-saterlite
Techniques) , which is designed for contror
purprlgss alone, and the finar and most c:coprex category of studies,
cAsr (coordinated Aircraft-to-saterlite
Techniques) is intended to

- Pierre COIIDOM, rLa Nauigation des Jete,, in ,science
et Vie,,
No. I19, 'Aviation 17, , p. 5g

'a

NODA, chairman of the Techrrical committee of rATA
19n9-ta
{t annuar
at the !Y
33rd
meeting of rATA, Nov€lmber tgzl in Irtadrid,
Document No. 1, paragraphs 2I-25
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coordinate the four abovementioned objectives (navigation, control,
radio communications and meteorotogieal information)-. Another
important Point which should be noted in this connection is that
the ,NAVSTAR Global Positioning system' of the united states
Ministry of Defence, the aim of which is to create a worldwide
net\rork of satetlites for air transPort, will almoEt certainly be
operational aooner than originally expected-.

59. It is clear from the above that the development of al-r tlffic
control Eystems using satelliLes ia more than just a caEtle ln SPain;
thia system deserueE as much attention and consideration as other air
traffic control aystems. In other words, in the further development
of this technology the sane criteria mugt be applied, European
intereEte should be protected and international cooPeration is highly
desirable.
B.

Procedural and orqanizational meaeureE

50. ProgresB in matters of procedure and organization is often much
to achieve than technological progress. ThiE ie
more difficult
certainly true for air traffic control. Air traffic control haa
becone an extremely complicated field in which use iE made of
impressively complex apParatus and in which a very large number of
people are employed. lloreover, the organiZational context greatly
increaseg the complexity of the problems with which air traffic
controllers are confronted.
61. One of the main problems is unguestionably related to the
artiflcial compartmentalization of the airspace and of authority
over it. PreBent difflculties in thiE area can be better understood
if the following facts are borne in mind3:
lciovanni B.

STRACCA,

'Prevedibili sviluppi deII'aasistenza alla

navigazione aerea', in 'L'Aerotecnica Missile e SPazio',
No. L-2/L975, p. 113

2B^.ry Ii[ILLER, 'Defenee Navstar Program Progressing' in 'Aviation
Work and Space Technology', ilanuaxy L976, P. 45

3rti" passage is taken from a note on air traffic control drarm
up a few yearE ago by the Directorate-General for Research and
Documentation, PE 4I.62L, p. 3, paragraph 6
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- The airspace as a whole is usually divided into ,upper' and
'Iower' airspace, the boundary between the two being 20,000 feet
or 25,000 feet depending on the llember aa"a".'
- All flights in the upper and lower airspace that are part of
General Air Traffic (Cef) are controlled by the civil authorities.
GAT comprises all flights, including military, that conform to
ICAO rules.
- A high proportion of air traffic (varying according to the
I,Iember State) ranks as GAT and is controlled by the civil
authoritiee in both the upper and lower airspace; certain miritary
aircraft, however, such as interceptors in the climb phase, do not
conre under civil control.
- Operational Air Traffic (OAT) i.e. military training flights and
military traffic on and in the immediate vicinity of rnilitary
airfields, is controlled by military ATC units which makc an
organizational, but not an official distinction between upper and
lower airspace.

- Unfortunately, a large number of milltary areas proper exists,
lncluding terminal approach areas around airflelds and a number of
well-dcf ined tralnlng areae.
62. In the preceding paragraph the key igsue of the demarcation of
reeponsibilitieg betvreen the nllitary and civil air traffic authorities
was raised. The question will now be treated in greater detail
in this section. certain other aspects arso come within the scope
of thiE chapter and your rapporteur feels that they also belong
under organization and procedure and, if tackled effectively, are
bound to substantially improve safety in the airspaee.
I

.
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63. with the exception of Italy, where control over military and
civil air traffic ie the responsibility of the miritary authorities,
and Norway where it is the responsibirity of the civit authorities,
the air traffic control povrers of military and ciuil authorities in
the Member States of the Community are separate. Of course, various
forms of coordination exiat between the military and civil authorities
but thie yaries considerably in Bcope and pract,ical efficiency in the
various countries.
I ,h" division level between upper and lower airspace is not even
uniform throughout the areas of responsibilities of the Eurocontrol
Member States, which adversely influences pilot cormrunications and
ATC workload.
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Given the extreme density of air traffic in Western Europe and
the clear-cut boundaries determining the jurisdiction of the various
countries in the relatively small West'EuroP€an airspace it is clear
that thie separation of control responsibilitiee representa a Permanent danget
Although there have hitherto been relatively few actual collieions
between military and civit aircraft - ttrich is itself something of
a miracle - there have been an alarming nurnber of near-miegeal.
On 12 November 1975 Mt Seefsld pointed out during a debate in the
European Parlianent that in the first
3OO near-misses had been recorded in

nine months of 1975 above
the Federal Republic of Germanyl

clearly, such a situation is unaccePtable from the Point of
view of air traffic safety. In a letter to !,[r Osborn IFALPA
(International Federation of Airline Pilots Aesociations) deEcribed
the situation as extremely disturbing and stressed that the problem
of air traffic safety will not have been satiafactorily solved until
this situation improves. At IATA's annual nneting in November L977
in Madrid the technical committee decided that sPecial attention
should be paid to this matter.
64. fhe dlatribution of air traffic control responeibilities between military
and civil authoritieE also raises problems in the area of tte
capacity and the control of flight movements. Certain Eectors of
the airspace are temporarily or permanently resenred for military
flights. This means that in particularly busy periods, for example
during the touriat season when the saturation point is reached,
considerable delays occur or flights are cancelled (with inevitable
financial consequences) becauee civil aircraft are refused access to
certain sectors of the airspace even if these aectors are only
occasionally used by the military authorities. [loreorter, the
existence of reserved air corridors or zones for military PurPoses
restriets the ability to plan the most optimum civil route structure.
Furthermore changes in military requirements introduced at short
notice and conduct of military exereises, have trnforeseeable effects
on the civil air route Pattern and may Prevent the adoPtion to the
fullest extent of a fully automated civil ATc system2.
162 people lost their lives on 31 July 1971 following a collision
between a Japan Air Lines Boeing and a military jet-fighter.
See in this connection the 'keliminary Study of Long-Term Air
Traffic Systems in Europe' by the British Department of Industry
(London, August L9?7, YoL. 1, pp. 3 and 94)
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65. This problematic aspect of the organization of air traffic control
has already been the subject of a number of studies vtrich have practicalty
all come to the same conclusion, namely that in the interests of optinEl
safety, the alr space ehould not be dlvided between clvll aviatl.on and
mlIltary avlatlon, but control theroof ehould bo exerclred jointly. The
coordinat.ion of mllitary and civil control over the airepace should also
fulfil the highest safety requirementa ao that ultimately the integration
of the military and eivil aviation services should lead to the best
possible safeguards. In this context reference might be made to the
original and effective system proposed when the air traffic control centre
was set up in Karlsruhe; this consisted of housing civil and military air
traffic controllers in the same building thus making possible uniform air
traffic control.
66. The cornmittee on Regional Policy, Regional planning and Transport
consequently considers that it is of vital importance that a satisfactory
solution should be found for this difficult problem in the foreseeable
future. This solution must take account of military requirements and
also the requirements of smoothry and safely operating air traffic.
rn
parag,raph 13 of the motion for a resolution an appeal for action along.
theee linee ie made to the highest authorities in the countries concerned.
2.

41r-!r35-f -is-sglltgl_:s9_glr3!9s_ig_p_l1r!]3s

67. The matter of air traffic control systems and strategic planning is
dealt vrith exhaustivery in !,tr osborn's opinion (see points 28 to 36) and
your rapporteur can therefore confine himself to a number of general
conments aimed at giving an overall picture of the background against
which the problem must be set.
At the present time one of the maior problems in Europe arlses'
from the large increage in air traffic which, has been experienced
during the laat few years, and which has had the effect of overloading
the air traffic control systems. This has resulted during peak summer
months in extensive delays, and in some qases, caneallation of flights
with resultant economic penalties for airrines, deterloration in the
seryice offered to the public and potential effects on safetyl.

I fh. cost to aircraft operators, of an auerage detay of only
4 minutes, at an airport handling I,OOO movements a day, was in 1975
of the order of €,2O,OOO ($46,000) per day.
See ICAA (International Civil Airports Association), I5th annual
congresa, WP 15 by ![r B. Adderley, Brussels 1975
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The limitatione in ATC capacity arise partly from the fact that
the present systems have been designed to handle lower numbers of
aircraft, and partly from industrial action (partial or complete strike)

taken by controllerE as a result of dissatisfact,ion with existing
conditione of emplolznent. The latter cause ie discussed elsewhere in

this report.
Concerning the firet of these causes, it iE neceagary to gecure an
expansion in the available ATC caPacity by restructuring of the ATe
organization and,/or introduction of improved facilities to assist the
may include the
Such facilitlet
controller to handle more traffic.
increaeed use of automation, l-ncluding automatic conflict detection
and resolution, the increaEed use of secondary radar, and the possible
lntroduction of air,/ground data links such ag Adsel or Dabs. These
rEaaureE can be suPPlemented by the short-term tactical or long-term

strategic planning of the flow of air traffic through the introduction
of flow control measures and the setting up of traffic mErnage[Ent units.
68. In conclusion, the activities of the EuroPean Air Navigation
Planning eoup (EANPG) of ICAO must be given the strongest possible
encouragement in this area, and it is of vital importance that EuroPe,
Iike the United States, should have a single central planning service
ln the relatively near future. It therefore eeemsr essential that the
neceaaary Btudles ehould be undertaken straightaway and that those
etudles already avallab1e ghould be used by the national comPetent bodies.

3.

13!sv!eg-319-Plr3:9e19sv-Ils9-rl-r:9le!919P!elv

59. To ensure the correct interpretation by pilots of instructions
transmitted by air traffic controllers, it is essential that the speech
which is used to convey such instructions is crear and unanbiguous.
ICAO have derreloped over the years a number of phrases for use by
pilots and controllers which are nos, in common use and which avoid
the possibility of misunderstanding. . Unfortunately, hovrever, this
phraseology is not always fully used in practice, and moreover has
become to some extent inadequate through developnente in operational
practices.
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other aspect considered by ICAO has been the question of which
language should be used between pilot and controller. The present ICAO
recommendations permit the use of both English and the national
ranguage of the rocation concerned. There is, however, now a body of
opinions that only one language ehould be used for communication with
aircraft operating in controtled airspace.
One

To guard against misunderstanding of control instructions v*rich
may have contributed to such accidents as the recent one on the ground

at Tenerife'and the mid-air collision near Zagrebl, it is necessary
that there ghould be further study of the twin problems of language and
phraseology ueed in Air Traffic Control Conununications.
IATA has initiated a general review of ICAO
procedures and R/T phraseology, and also intends
rlEasurea in ICAO.

4.

Ile-
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voice communications
to seek early remedial
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incidents

70. For several years now data have been cortected in a number of
countries, albeit on a purely national basis, concerning situations
in which air crashes were narrowry avoided. since 1967 rATA has been
collecting similar data on near-misses in Europe. This system admits
only information concerning near-misseg involving aircraft of airline
companies belonging to IATA, to the extent that aj-rlines are
reporting them, and consequently excludes data concerning near-misses
between, for instance, a military aircraft and a private plane or
between a military plane and an airliner of a company which is not
a member of IATA.

cf . Notice to tilembers on the Zagreb mid-air collision
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71. The available data show that incidents can be divided into three
main grouPs:

(r)

cases involving only airline aircraft, ueually due either to
overloading of the control system or to manoeuvring errors t

(2)

casegr involving airline
are caused either by a

(3)

They usually
caaea involving airline aircraft and light aircraft.
happen at tow altitudee near airports and are often the results
of rule-breaking by the light aircraft or solrEtincs by incorrect

aircraft and mititary aircraft. TheEe
lack of coordination between civil and
military gtaff and/ox by flights by controlled civil aircraft and
uncontrolled military aircraft;

manoeuvreE.

72. The present incident-rePorting system is, as pointed out above,
inadequate. l,!r Osborn rightty points out in his opinion (point 43)
that many carriers are reluctant to provide information regarding
incidents to IATA,s Safety Information Exchange out of fear of possible
legal sanctions and heavy ctaims for compensation.
The systematic collection and analysis of data on the causes and
circumstanceE of air crashes, collisions or near-missee between aircraft
should nevertheless be treated as a matter of priority eince precise
information concerning technical defecte, human error and failure of
control apparatus and the digeemination of euch lnformation could help
to avoid the recurrence of eimilar accidenta. Ways must therefore be

eought at international leveI of ensuring that the forwarding of information to an international centre set up for that ptrpose becoflEs

obligatory.
s

.
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73. This report has so far dealt with various aslEcts of the problem
of air traffic contnpl, auch as the trenendoug increase in air traffic,
high speeds, frequent conge*Lon, the utilization of extrenely sophisticated apparatus, the division of ;rcwers and so on, which give an idea
of the heavy dernands which the organization of rapid, orderly and safe
air transport poses today for all thoee involved in air traffic control.
It ie therefore not surpriaing that human error ie unfortunately often
the cause of air accidents. Moreover,'the complexity of air traffic
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eituations ie often auch that the air traffic controller is no longer
able to keep within elncific eafety limite in doing his job and regtrictions on capacity are becoming unavoidable.
Technological innovatione in the last 15 years have had a considerable imlnct on the jobs of pilot and air traffic controller.
rncreasj.ng automation, the generalized use of computers, the uEe of
secondary surveillance Radar and. modern approach and landing systems to name but a few - have in fact had a two-ford effect on the role of.
the air traffic controrler: on the one hand they have lightened his
actual workload and enabled him to concentrate on hj_s main taska, but
on the other they have introduced the disadvantages of monotony and
routine. Another consequence of this developnent is that the pilot is
becoming increasingly more dalrndent on the air traffic control Eervicee.

74.

Given the eituation it is important, in the interestE of optirmrm
safety, for the utmost attention to be trnid Eo problems of vocatlonal
training and general working conditions.

75. In western EurotrE the traininq and qualifications of pilots and
air traffic controllers are, on the whore, of a high etandard. However,
this is not the case in certain trnripheral regions in which there is a
lack of fully qualified air traffic control tr=rsonnel. rn these areas
therefore efforts must be made to bring training up to a comparabre
Ievel. However, even in contror centres in which highly speciarized
staff operate further training is neceseary in order to ensure that
they keep abreast of technological developnente. For both ;rur;roeee the
Eurocontrol training institute in Luxembourg, with its regrtation for
excellent quality, can play a ueeful role. 1n this connection it rmrst
be borne in mind that the training tr=riod, especiarly for controlrers
operating radar eguipnent, is fairLy long.
76. The general workinq condLtions of air traffic controllers are a
more complex and more delicate issue. In recent years there have been
strikes and unrest in various Medber States of the Comrmrnity (e.g. France
and the United xingdomi and this clearly shorrrs that there ie a certain
arnount of discontent in this respect. rn addition to the problem of
ensuring that remrneration ie consietent with the heavy responsibilities
of air traffic controllere, the main problems in connection with thel,r
conditions of emptoyrent are that their professionat etatus receiveE
inadequate recognition and that they lack adequate promotion pros;=cts.
There is therefore a need to take reasures, after due reEearch and
coneideration, to upgrade their profeseion. It also seems necegsary to
I Unrest and strikes also occurred
in Austria, Belgium, Gerrnany, Greece,
Ita1y, the Netherlands and Spain.
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the tasks of air
determine what reasures should be taken'to
""""
traffic controllers. The Problem of remrneration is Snrticularly acute
in certain developing countries in which air traffic controllers, after
completing lengthy and costly training, Ieave their jobs on account of
lor wages and eeek work in the private sector. ThiE problem can only
be solved by providing high wagea and good promotion proe;=cta.

77. Technological develolment raieel- tfre' extrenely ailicate problems of
final reeponsibility for Etre aircraft. Ttre introduction of certain flying and landing techniquee ig encountering psychological resiatance. In
a l€tter to t{r Osborn the International Pilots Pedcration (IFALPA) pointed
out that ln the laet reaort the pltot mugt be allorued to r€tain control
over hie aircraft. C1early, thie delicate psychological problem must,
not be overlooked when regearch and developrrent progrannEs are being
drawn up. A recent report by British Airways saya in this connection
that: 'The coming decades will see an increage in "engineering out',
of the routine tasks which controllere have always lnrforned, but any
attempt to introduce systems srithout hurnan "fall-back" catrnbility
undoubtedly will need to be of convincing neliability to be acceptab1e,l.
7A. Fina1ly, the problem of reeSrcnsibility of air traffic controllerE
and the legal implications thereof is illuetrated by the following
incident. After the mid-air collision over Zagxeb an air traffic
controller, Gradimir Tasic, waa arreated by the Yugoslavian authorities.
IFALPA lodged a formal proteat againat thie action. In a presa
conrmunigue TFALPA polntcd out that although pilota and traffic controllerc
may be gullty of overalghta or errorr of judgnent they should not be
proaecuted eince in auch casea no criminal intent ie involved2. TFALpA
therefore aptrraled to the governllEnts to apply the relevant legislation
in such caaea. This is another matter which rerits further attention at
international level.

British Airwaye, 'Tqvardg

2OOO

- Air Traf f ic Control' (lnra 5.8)

IFALPA presa communigu6, 13 June 1977
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C. Meteoroloqical factors and fliqht safety
79. ltention hae been nade above of meteororogicar factors which
may cause problems for flight safety, but further study in this
fleld is necessary to assess whether the situation in Europe can
be improved.
rn general it appears that dangers to frights from metedrologicar factore have arways been somewhat minimized even when two or
three decades ago, aircraft characterietics and their consequent
inability to fly at their present very high artitudes made them
more vulnerable to major meteorological disruption.
There is no doubt that at present the improved characteristics
both of aircraft and of the aid provided from the ground to aircraft
in flight have in generar made flying more immune to meteorologicar
dangers.

there are still some meteororogicar factors which,
during flights can cause criticar Eituations and for which existing
safety margins courd be improved. These incrude wind shear, fog
and violent storms.
However

1.

Wind shear

80. Wind shear consists of discontinuity in the horizontal component
of the wind; this term is moreover appried more extensively to other
less typicar cases, such as variations in the verticar component of
the r.rind or sudden variations in temperature. This phenomenon is
of greatest danger to an aircraft in the final stages of its approach
when it has already been stabilized for some time in the rast part
of its descent, a short distance from the ground and at low speed,
not much above the minimum safety limit.
This danger r,vas less apparent before the entry into service
of jet aircraft of large dimensions, large basic weight and high
speed. several serious accidents to aircraft on airrine service
in recent years during the final approach stages and with precision
instrument procedures have been attributed to wind shear conditions.
There have been for example the rberia Dc lo disaster at Boston
Airport on 19 December L973, the Eastern B 721 at Kennedy Airport
New York on 24 June 1975 and another B 727 at Denver Airport on
7 August L975.
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There are increasingly numerous reports from captains on
dangerous situations where they have encountered similar conditions,
while managing to bring the aircraft under control without serious
conseguences. Analysing these situations it becomes clear that they
are marked by a sudden variation - in a restrj.cted space - in wind
direction and / or wind speed in the lower atmosphere.

less serious situations can arise
In general these
with aircraft climbing immediately after takeoff.
cases depend more on sudden sharp increases in temperature, leading
to a loss of power in the jets, which are adjusted for temperatures
decreasing with height.
Dangerouq, although somewhat

Causes

9f-!Irs-PEelgselgs

81. Sharp discontinuity in air currents at low levelScan be caused
by local factors, and at medium and large scale atmospheric levels.
More specificallY ttlz:
(a) temperature inversion of local origin, through re-radiation
of heat from the ground (sharp rise in temperature); but
normally there is little or no wind shear ProPer;
(b)

loca1 cold fronts, associated with storm systems (these are
tongues of cold air originating in downdrafts caused ry
precipitation, which on the front of the system slip under the
hot humid air which is flowing towards the area of the loain
updrafts); these can be extremely intense and give rise to very
strong sheari

(c)

wide, broken fronts (especially where active warm fronts are
moving forwards). Ihese cases too, are associated with wind
shear and strong terPerature inversion but are usually less
intense than in the preceding case.

The conditions described in case (a) can be dangeroug at take-off
while points (b) and (c), particularly (b), are dangerous on landing.
In the latter case wind gradients can reach very high values (for
example 30 to 40 knots per 100 m altitude) and are concentrated
horizontally in restricted areas (10-20 km) which are difficult to
identify and whose progress ie difficult to follow.

-4U^
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82, The above phenomena cannot - at least for the time being - be
artificially modified by man, and therefore technical efforts are
directed primarily towards discovering and rocalizing them in time.
In this connection the fCAO (International Civil Aviation
Organization) haa begun a project in which the United States
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is in the forefront.
This programme, carried out in collaboration with various
other USA bodies but particularly with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has been running for six years
and has the following aims:

(a) to define the characteristics of wind shear;
(b) to define its consequences on various types of flight and
types of aircraft;
(c) to develop ground-based measuring devices;
(d) to develop on-board measuring devices;
(e) automated data collection;
(f) incorporation of wind shear data in the general airspace
information network.
The FAA is at presenL concentrating on ground-based wind shear

detecrion devices, which at. the present stage of research appear
moie promising, although the pilots' associations would prefer
devices installed in the aireraft.
Ground detection devices
(a)

P9PPlgr -qegs9!19 -r3ggE

83. fn the area where the descent path fa1ls to less than 400-500
feet above runway level, is set, up a pulsed acoustic transmitter,
which sends I beam through a narrow sub-vertical band. A receiver
placed nearby receives the impurses reflected from any irregurarity
in the atmospheri,c layer up to 8oo-1000 feet and measures wind speed
in I00 feet sections, using the Doppler principle.
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To give a complete picture, therefore, several of these must
be placed along the same descent path and this becomes problematic
in, Iarge airports with several instrumentallzed-runways. Syetems of

this kind are being tested at
Logan Airport in Boston.
(b)

Kennedy

Airport in

New

York

and

Barometric sY9!98

g4. Ttris is cheap antl simple but not very accurate, and provides
It is
more an average value than a specific localized reading.
very useful as an auxiliary element to the complex equipment of
other more precise systems but more limited as regards the scope
of the measurements.
(c)

Laser sv9!98:

85. These can be either the continuouE wave (Cw) type or the
pulsed type. C'[tl systems have comparable features to acoustic
systems and unlike the latter, which break down under heaqg
precipitation, are almost completely independent of meteorological
conditions, except ground fog (but in these conditions air traffic
is disrupted anlnray).
The cost is similar to that of acoustic radar.
(d)

y19r9s9v9
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86. These have the advantage of exploring a volume of atmosphere,
rather than a linear trajectory with all the atmospheric conditions,
although they are less sensitive, than acoustic and laser systems.
conclusions

87. From this brief analysis it is clear that there is no ideal
solution for detecting the Presence of wind shear. Probably the
best - although the most expensive - would be the combination of
several systems, to eliminate the disadvantages and incorporate
the pcitive features of the various systems.
are installed in airports they can also
be used to reveal the presence of vortices produced by the wing
tips and the bodies of the large aircraft currently in airline
service. These vortices, which persiet for a long time, can be
extremell' dangerous to emal1 aircraft and eonstituts a problem
to all others.
Once these eystems
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88. Horizontal and vertical visibility beyond.certain limits is still
vital condition if landing and takeoffs are to be carried out with the
necesaary degree of safety, at least for public transport flights.

a

There are already exceptions to this,rulp for certain specific kinds
of aircraft rork, for example mail transportation services in France, where
crews are trained to land with zero,/zero visibility
and have been
effectively carrying out such landings for some time.
The main obstacle as regards visibility
in the lorrer areas of the
atmosphere is fog. This can be of various kinds, vrith quite different
origins and characteristicE. As regards origins there is a dietinction
between fogs caused by temperature inversion and dynamic advection; these

two sources produce two different kinds of droplets which constitute fog.
As regards temperature, there is a distinction between below-freezing
or warm fogs, depending on whether the temperature of the air in which
they form and persist is below or above freezing point. Arr these
differences are of great importance for dealing with fogs.

fn general temperature inversion fogs are more frequent in the cold
season, with the Presence of atmospheric high pressure and the formation eepecially at night - of a layer of stiLl air which cools dorrrn in contact
with the ground, which j.n turn roses energy through radiation into the
atmosphere in the absence of clloud systems of sufficient thickneEs to
provide an insulating effect.
the inversion layer has gLabiLized, all the humidity is contained
and, in given hygrometric_ con<litiong, condensation forms a persietent fog
with almost no vertical movement. The stability of the suspended droplets
in the almost compretely stihr air is attributed to the reciprocal
colloidaI aetiom between the droptets thepselves, the impurities in the
atmosphere (Aitken nuclei) arnd the air molecules. The moleculee are in
a state of supersaturation (or, if the temperature ie below zero, are
Once

super-cooled).
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Advection fogs are caused on the other hand when a mass of humid
air, through the movement of the atmosphere, passes ovef land or vrater
This is usually a
whose temperature is lower than the air itself.
more fluid situation, and the circulation of the air m€ans that the
deneity and persistence of fog are ueually lower than for stable
inversion fogs.
ean aIEo be caused
A particular type of reduction of visibility
when the condensation level independently of any irrversion or advection
phenomena, is below ground level. In this caEe everything on or above
ground is immersed in cloud proper. This case, which occurs rarely at
altitudes close to sea Ieve1, can become frequent at airports situated
at high altitudes in regions where turbulent and humid air is eommon.

is usually lower than
The density of this obstacle to visibility
that of foq proper but can stil1 in praetiee hinder circulation in
Lhe alr 6paeo around the airport.

-
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89. Aircraft are permitted to land on a given runway when the meteorological
conditions are egual to or better than specified minima. These vary
according to the equipment available in the aircraft and on the ground.
Loweat landing minima are achieved when conducting precieion approaches
using ILS, in which case the determining meteorological factor is the
visibility (Runway VisuaI Range). Whilst it is technically feasible to
Iand in zero visibility conditions, this is not practiced at present in
conunercia I operat ions.
The landing minima currently applied for precision approaches are
generally of the order of 600-400 meters runway visual range.

It is clear that technical progress in equipment and radio aid systems
would in future allow these minimum safety timits to be trxogressively
reduced.

In some eases the relevant minima are established by the state
concerned. In other cases it is left to the otrrrator to establish such
minima, working within the critical values established by ICAO.
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90. The main technological and e><perimentation effort is directed
towards temperature inverEion (radiation) fogs, since they are the
most frequent and persistent and because the conditions in which
they occur make it possible to concentrate dispersal methods in time
and in space. This would be particularly difficult in the case of
advection fogs and cloude proper forming at gnound level.
The following therefore applies principally to protection against
heat inversion fogs which most concern European airports. The methods
which have been given greater study are:

(a)

Ers!g--r9999-9YP!9s9

fhaee proceduree aim to remove the temtrlerature invereion situation
which producee the fog by burning huge quantities of fuel. oil or petrol
while at the same time operating a seriee of blowers.

9I

In the USA a prognamme of this kind was set up in 1926 and during
the last war the take-offs and landings of bombers in fog were
facilitated by this method.
Currently, Paris airports have operatLonal systems based on the use
of aircraft jet engines initattea along the runway. 1rhe oqet of fog
diapersal has been calculated for a plan which will shortly entep into
operation at Ics Angeles airport. The cost to the airlines of closing
the airport is approxinately 2OO,OOO dollars an hour and, what iE of
more concern to this report, by adopting'"y"t"^" of this kind tlr
risks dtte to fog can be reduced. It is espimqted that deaths due to
fog total approximately IOO a ye.rr in the USA alone.

(b)

g_isrgplyslggl_ty9!gsg

92. In the case of warm fogs, various reseErch activities and
practical e><periments have been under way for some time to identify
effective and less cumbersome and e:<pensive methods than the
brute force system.
These systems are based on the practical use of the properties
of atmospheric aerosols on a micro scale. They are methods based
on the use of chemical agents, which serve as condensation nuclei,
others based on the use of electric fields to break down the
colloidal. stat€ in which the fog droplets exiat, and others still
on the uso of ultrasound to force the droplete themEelves to
coalegce.
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Unfortunately none of these methode hae yet been put into
op€ration and such a step aPPears more than ever necesaary to
evaluate the real potential of alternatives to the brute force
method, especially in view of the high conautption of pctroleum
products of this method.
As regarda Bup€rcooled foge (completeJ.y or partly below zero)
progless in technology in providing artificlal ice-forming nuclei
for uee in other sectors (stimulation of precipitation, hail protection
methode) mean that highly efficient technical,equipment is available;
the problem still to be completely resolved is that of how to distribute
the active agent moet comrrcnly used in thiE'methodr ailver iodide.

-

Conclueions

93. It ie clear first

and foremoEt that fog is one of the moet
inrportant factors eausing interruption or inconvenionce to regrular
air communications and to flight safety, and that at present the only
system tested at practical level with satisfactory reeults in
combating tenperature inversion fogs is the brute foree method which
caus€B the droplet to evaporat€ and brealcs up the invergion atrata by
heating and remixing the atmoepheric strata concerned.

It would appear deEirable therefore to talce steps to bring out of
the laboratory into full scale e:<perimentation those more promising
alternative systernE under etudy for Eonp tim€, such aE aerosol
dispersion with condensation nuclei for warm cloude and the controlled
diffusion of Eilver iodide for cold fogs.
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The physical phenomenon

94. The formation of a storm can be induced by a limited number of
concurrent factors, the result of wtrich is to lead to atmospheric
instability, in which large volumes of humid air are raised from
the lower gtrata of the atnosphere up to the edges of the stratosphere,
and corresponding volumes of high-altitude air are projected into
the lower atmosphere. The whole process liberates large quantitiee
of dynamic energy leading to high vertical wind speeds, violent and
extensive turbulence, and the formation Of enormous amounts of
liquid and solid precipitation.
The energy in play is provided first of all by heat from the
sun, then by the change of state of the \,vater in the atmosphere and in the case of the more violent and redoubtable multi-cell or superceIl systems - in addition by the dynamic eombination of a system
with the rapid and persistent substratospheric currents (jets).

This energy, 'relative to the active life of the system, can
sometimes equal and indeed exceed that of the e:qrlosion of a nuclear
fusion bomb. The quantity of air drawn in by a simple storm system
can easily reach several thousand million cubic metres a second.
The cooling down of this mass of humid air, with a high average
humidity content, from the temperature of tha lower layers to
stratospheric temperaturee involves a liberation of energy equivalent
to thousands of millions of kwh in the course of the active rife of
the storm system.
of this energy is transformed into kinetic energy by the
air currents, and to a lesser extent into electrostatic potential
and - subsequently - into heat through electrical discharges.
l,luch

It is easy to see, therefore, that a storm system consists
primarily of a vast area of space characterized by intense
turbulencc, strong electrostatic fields, intense precipitation and
largo volumee of condonsed and supercooled humidity, moving
rapidly upwards.
Effectg on fliqhts
95 .

The last paragraph of the preceding section summarizes all the
factors which are decisively hostile to the, flight of aircraft and
capable of reducing by varying degrees the necessary safety levels.
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(a)

Turbulence

96,. This coneists of rapid variations in direction and speed of air
movements which, together with the inertia of the mass of the aireraft,
can in themselvee conetitute a danger to the aircraft structure, as
wdll as to the correct functioning of the control equipment needed to
Secondly, turbulence can affect the
€ngure stability in flight.
attitude in flight of the aircraft and in pirti'cular - if it is intenee
and prolonged - can cause pilot disorientation, leading him to take
erroneous corrective measures, which in turn can place dangeroue stresses
on the aircraft structure. Inquests into a number of accidents where
aircraft structures have failed have demonstrated that this latter
effect is more probably, frequent and dangerous than the direct action
of tqrbulence, which can rarely reach sufficient intensity to malce it
likely that the structure of the aircraft will give way.
(b)

-El 9
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97. The lntense electroetatic fields which an aircraft cntering a Etorm
svstem encounters diEturb or block regular radio corununication and can also
interfere with some of the automatic direction finder radio navigation aids;
theee drawbacks are not usually a cauae for great concern unless the airc.raft is executing urgent air traffic manoeuvres controllcd from the
ground areaa. Atmospheric discharges rarely strike an aj-rcraft in
fliqht but even Lf this happens the conEeguenceE are not
usually serious if the connections and electric protection of the
structure are carried out according to the,standards in force. On the
other hand the complexity of the increasingly sophisticated electronic
eguipment can cause problems in modern aircraft, since it uEes semiconductor
devices which for the moEt part are sensitive to sudden sharp increases
in charge, such as occur in the electrical system on board when
lightning strikes the aircraft directly in fJ-ight or is discharged
nearby. From this point of view it is true that large passenger
aircraft are now more sensitive to the effects of adnospheric discharges
than they were in the Past.

(c) I!!9!99-pI99lP-i!3!-i9!
98. @nerally speaking the crossing of areaa of intense liquid
precipitation has no Particular effects; however this is not the
cage when precipitation consists of hailstones of some size. These
can easily cause serious damage to external structuresi particularly
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to damage are the leading edges of load-bearing and control
surfaces, with important results for their aerodynamic properties of
support and control; often the extr€me front cone of the fuselage
is damaged, (the radar antenna is usually placed here). fn aom6
cases the glase of the cockpit is broken causing disorientation
and difficulties
for piloting and a sudden depressurization of
alrcraft flying at high altitudes.

€)<posed
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99. The strong updrafts pres€nt Ohan storm cloudE are forming
(vertical wind speeds can reach 35 to 40 rn/sec) are capable of
supporting areaa with high liquid water cont€nt - in the form of
superfused drops - at very high altitudes. Some researchers
(especially in the Soviet Union) have put forward the view that,
because of the compJ.ex circulation, dynamicE accumulation zonea
form uhere through the dispersion of the updraft up to 50 to 80
)
g/m' of llquid cont€nt can be found. Near the uppsr limits these
areas are highly superfused, so that an aircraft in flight Ermongt
such atmoepheric maEaes is subject to the formation of sheet
ice which can rapidly become thick enough to present dangers to
the aerodynamics of the load-bearing and control aurfaceE, and to
the propellers, and increaee the total weight beyond acceptable
Ilmlte. On the other hand, in tygical storms with pronounced vertical
developmcnt, the time taken to ent6r and croEg them ig generally
limited for conventional aircraft, and so the totaL amount of
ice which can form rarely reaches dangerous levels. It is also
clear that these phenomena cannot arise if the air temperature
at flight level is above zeto.
WayE and means

of reducinq risk

lOO. ThiE seetion summarizes briefly the methods and procedures
which can be introduced to eliminate or reduce risks connectcd with
flights through areas subject to atorms.
a)

Turbulence

1Ol. Ae regards dangere to the aircraft'o atructure, the effecte of
turbulence can be reduced by elowing down and taking care not to
retilt rigidly or violently the variatione in altitude of the
aircraft; by completely or partially avoiding use of the automatic
Pilot, but at the same time taking care to maintain the aircraft on
even keel at a controlled speed. AbEolute care should be taken
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not to allow the aircraft to depart from normal manoeuvring
attitudes, since - as has been seen - attempts to recover aircraft
from altitudee induced by turbulence are the main cause of etructural
failure or collapge with the digastrous congequencea which have
been noted in accidents due to Etorm turbulence (this applies
par'ticularlY to Emal1 aircraft).
(b) Atmospheric dischargee
LO2. Protection in thig caae iE preventive, based eesentially on
correct desigm and careful construction and maintenance of the
earth connectionE of all metallic parts, and the screening of
non-metaIlic parts. Particular care should be ta]<en inthe
protection of caps and coverings of fuel tanks. There are, however,
precise technical standarde in this matter. During flight it is
advisable ag far as possible to avoid areas of high precipitation,
since atmospheric discharges are usually more frequent there.
It iE prudent - when crosaing areas with high electroEtatic
diecharge - to leave connected only the Eseential comrnunication
and radio navigation equipment, to protect at leaat in part the
equipment ae a whole and prevent a complete breakdown in case of
a direct discharge on the aircraft.
(c)

gail

IO3. The only possible protection iE to eut speed to reduce the
kinetic energy of the inpacts, aPart obviously from any manoeuvreE
which appear useful to egcape from the hailstorm as quickly as
possible.
(d)

gers3!1ee-95-ise

1O4. A11 modern aircraft approved for instrumental flight must be
equipped with de-icing devices. Begides eneuring that these devices
are switched on in time, a comPromise has to be found between the
need to limit speed to reduce the relative effects of superfused
water on the aircraft and the need to offer the lowest possible
profile, by avoiding as much as possible a tail- down attitude.
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(e) nadar assistance
IO5. we have listed the drawbacks and dangers of storm systems for flight
safety and examined ways of elininating or at least redueing their effects,
granted that aircraft have sometimes to face up to such situations.
Hohrever, it is clear that the best method of preventing the above dangers
is, when possibre, to avoid stormy areas or at least the air space where
the most intense and concentrated storms form.
This is possible for an aircraft in fllght within avaitable airspace
if it Possesses precise and utr>to-date information on storms actually
occurring and forecasts of those which will develop during the course
of the flight. Conventional meteorological' ob6ervation and forecasting
methods make it possible to some extent to ascertain and forecast the
formation of storm clouds (and would do so to an even greater extent
if more use were made of techniques for detecting and locarizing
atmosPheric discharges with electromagnetic wave receives and triangulation)
106. But it is above all the arri*ral of meteorological radar, operating on a
lower wavelength than normal radar, which has made it possible to achieve
a reliability and precision which bear no comparison with the past.
Ordinary radar used for air traffic control is not suitable for
obeerving meteorological phenomena (and indeed is designed specificalty to
reduce interference to a minimum when localizing aircraft position). Fixed
ground radar systems thdrefore usually use radar in band S (1O cm), C (5 cm)
and X (3 cm); whereas on board aircraft, radar in band X is used almost
exclusively for reasons of size and weight, as the other kinds are not'
compatible with aircraft requirements.
Great importance should be attached to observations from fixed radar
stations whose power, sensitivity and precision permit an accurate and
significant examination of echoes from precipitation (it should be borne
in mind that radar in the wavelengths indicated does not show cloud masses
but only areas where precipitation is occurring; and that there is no
direct relation between the intensity of the echo and the intensity of
precipitation (On this subject studies are still in an experinental and
tentative stage).
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on-board radar equipment is unlike that on fixed stations and moreover,
since it is fixed on a platform (the aiicraft) which is moving in space
through three basic axes, the information must always be interpreted and

correlated with the true position of the aircraft'
Neverthelese, in the case of precipittion within a Etorm system both
types can provide valuable information to aircraft in flight to allow them
to ensure that the route avoidE direct and unexpected contact with these
Eystem6. Particularly !f it is eguipped r.rith iso-echo devlces (which
meagures areaE of reflection at several tevelE) radar observation can
allor^r the aircraft's route to be kept under constant observation so as to
avoid or linit to a'ninimum passage through turbulent areas and thus
eliminate or reduce the probability of encountering the dangerous situations
deEcri.bed.

Theoretical study and practical experience have allowed a large volume
of case data to be amassed and a significant correlation between the nature
of the echoes and the phenomena associated with storm areas to be established'

IOZ In conclusion, the danger rePresented try violent storms is greatly
rqduced by the rational use of radar. Since observations from fixed
stations are much more Precise and detailed than those supplied by on-board
radar it would be desirable for the work of coordinating observations from
meteorological radar and air traffic control'to be turthcr devclop'Cd ae mrch
!B IrgstlbtC io that Pllote can bc suPplied, whcnGvsf nee6asatry, wl-th relevant
information on storm areas and their probable development, independently
of the readings - which are nevertheless'extremely ueeful - obtained by
on-board radar.

In terminal areas, controllers are increasingly using the radar
display to direct ajrcraft to fly on specific tracks so as to achieve
naximum utilisation of airspace. Ihis process is known as radar
veetoring. Unfortunately there is a risk that controllers can inadvertently
direct aircraft through hazardous lreather conditions, especially through
Erevere thunderetorms, which can cau6e extensive damage to aircraft and
affect safety. Ttris problem can be solved by providing the air traffic
controller with information on the location of theee hazardous hleather
areas, and one method iE to uae a picture derived from meteorological
radarE,. There are, hgqrever, a number of'problems associated with this
questlon and further work is required.
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LV.

II'TTERIIATIOUAL COOPERATION AND COI4MUNITY ACTION

1O8. An effective policy to improve air traffic safety cannot, of
course, be confined to a few incidental and isolated flEasures, however
desirable these may seem in themselves. It is of the utmost importance
that the rEasures to be taken should be based on an overall policy and
this is only possible within an international franework.
In Chapter 2 a brief summary was given of the main activities and
initiatives which have taken place in this area within certain international organizations. This subject receives further consideration
in this chapter.
tO9. Your rapporteur feels that the exietence and activity of international air traffic organizations does.not constitute an alibi for
not inveatigating what lrEasures can be taken at Community level to
achieve improved safety in European air transport. However, the general
rule also applies here that unnecessary duplieation mrst be avoided as
far as poesible. This chapter therefore contains certain practical
suggestiona concerning action which might be pursued by the Council,
the Commission and the EurotrEan Parlianent.
A.

International cooperation

11O. Air transport is par excellence a matter of international concern
which cannot be treated satisfactorily at purely national level. The
history of civil aviation shows that this ie not just a pious hope since
when the first national airline companies were set up in 1919 the first
international air traffic organization - the fnternational Air lraffiC
Association - was also established, its purpose being to draw up international rules for civil aviation. Although irunediately after the
Second World War, ICAO and other international organl-zations were set'
up, it muet bi rernembered that they can only nake reeonunsndations or
take deciaions which are binding on their membera alone. I'hue international cooperation exists still on a merely voluntary baeis.
To sum up, while there is increasing coo;=ration in air transport
the eituation with regard to air traffic control is rather different.
fndeed, in sore countries there hae been sonething of a revival in
recent years of the eoncept of national sovereignty over airspace,
mainly for defence reasrons. The developflEnts within Eurocontrol are
characteristic of this trend.
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111'Beforeexaminingthepracticalareasinwhichinternational
coolnraEionmrEtbepromoted,itmightbeusefultoconsiderthe
Mention
foreseeable developrEnt of air tranepPrt in the coming decades'
air traffic between
was made in chaptet 2 of the spectacular extrnneion of
crisis and the
1945 and Lg75. Atthough, ag a congequence of the.energy
general economic situation, this ex;nneion has sld'Ied down solpwhat eince
inter-regirral
Lg74, it can be assuned that the volune of internatLonal and
air traneport lrill pick up again. Making predictions iE always a hazardous
business and congeguently the utmost caution is neceEsary in interpreting
the varioue hypotheses made in this area. According to an IATA prediction
the average annual increase in air traffic between 1976 and 1982 will be
7.g%. Expressed in absotute terms this lEans an increaee from 255 thoueand
mitlion [Essenger,zlcilorretres in 1975 to about 4o5 thousand million in
and
LgA2.1 A."o.ding to an OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation
Developnent), the comnission of the EuroIEan conumrnitiee and the ECMT
(Euro;=an conference of Ministere of Tranaport) there are extrEcted to be
2.4 tines a8 many pasgengera travelling on intra-EurolEan flights in
quadrupled
1985 than at preaent and the present figure is expected to be
by the year 2ooo. o{irT, to the use of aircraft with greater catrncity,
the number of actual flights, hovuever, is ex;ncted to be only 2'55 as high2'
E,inal1y, another study forecasts that the number of flight movetrente in
the United Kingdom, which totall-ed 78O,OOO in 1976, will rise.ao " minimum
of 1.4 million and a maximum of 1.97 million by the year 2ooo-.
LL2. A steady increaee in the number of su;=rsonic flights (concorde and
TuSrlev), must also be ex;=cted, plus an increaEe in shuttle services,
The putting into
freight transport by air and military air traffic.
eervice of WOL/STOL (vertical and Short Take-Off and Landing) aircraft
may also have a profound imtrnct on the air tranEport scene in the next
few years.

These figures relate to scheduled airline traffic invotving aircraft
belongint to airline comtrnnies which are nembere of the IATA.
The study referred to here is cosT action 33, a survey on Passenger
transporl requirenents between major Euro;rean cities, Final RePort on
22 February L977, Doc. ITP (75) 9 fin1l, p.649

'preliminary Study of Long-term Air fraffiq Systems in Europe',
United Kingdom Departnent of Industry, p.30.
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In view of the specific characteris ics cf this cort of air:craft- - in
fact a conibination of the advantages of the helicopter (possibility of
take-off and landing in town cent."e) "ld cf the convenLional aero-piane
(speed) - WOL/SAOL aircra{t *y beccrne an important alte::native to
inter-city rail and road transport'. The rrolune of transPort by private
aircraft witl in a11 probability also increaae.
1I3. To sum up, although it is difficrilt- t-o forecast the deveioPiYlent
of air traffic in precise terms, thoee respansible for irediun and loagterm planning in air transPqrt and for taking [Easures to in'prcrre air
traffic safety mrst assuttE that the density of traffic in the EurotrEan
airslrace will increase and the implications of this faet for air traffic
control should be taken into consideration.
114. At the Present tire there are, a3 [rointed out above, a number of
international organizations which are active in the field of civil
aviation. The desired internationai cooperaiion does not therefore
neceesitate the creation of a new internaticnal organization but can be
achieved by extending the terms of reference of exisLing organizations
and fostering closer cooPeration between them.
115. With reference to the wide-ranging harmonization of standards in
respect of air traffic safeEy and the standardization of air traffic
control eystems nention ehould first and foremost be made of the work
of the Internationat Civil Aviation Orjanization. ICAO has drawn up
etandarde (rnternational Standards and Reconurended Practieee) which are
of the utmoet importance for efficient, regular and safe air transport.
Theee standards should in principle be applied by all the M,eniber States
of ICAO. Unfortunately, however, Artiel-e l8 of the Chicago Convention
on International Civil Aviation prcvides that Medber States may apply
divergent rules provided that these are notified to the Council of
ICAO. ICAO - draws up complimentarv rules, called Regional
SupplerrentaryProcedures,whichappllztospecificareasbutthisbvno
rreans compensates for the regrettable lack of comP\rlsory uniform
standards at world level. Consequently it is certainl-y advisable t'o
consider ways in which the apptication of rules which diverge from
those laid down by ICAO can be prevented.
116. It is obviously necessary that divergent trends in the research
and developrrEnt of nev, advanced air traffic control technologies are
avoided (see points 55 and 56). The need to ensure comlntibility
between the various air traffic control aystems and to eliminate
unneceasary duplication in scientifj.c research naturally neceesitates
a supranational aPProach.
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To this effect it would be logical for ICAO to be approached first
since it has the necessary services and also maintains close contact
with those directly affected, i.e. the airline companies and the
pilots, through rePresentatives of IATA and IFALPA respectively. In
sorre countries, for example the United Kingdom, there is a certain
amount of discontent about the fact that air traffic controllers are
not allowed to participate sufficiently in drawing up research and
developrrent programlles on air traffic safety. Your raPPorteur feels
that the very least that could be exlEcted is that the people who will
ultimately be operating the equipnent should be consulted before the
go-ahead is given for research into an air traffic control system.

your rapporteur is aware of the fact that in the initial stages of
reaearch a certain amount of duplication is not only inevitable but in
fact desirable since this gives rise to a certain amount of healthy
competition which subseguently makes it possible for a responsible
choice to be made from among various projects. An international body
should therefore be inforned of the various research activities and
have the pcn^rer at a given mornent to assess the technical and economic
advantages of a particular project and decide, on the basis of this
asEesstrEnt, to continue Or stop the research concerned. CIearIy, the
ugual guarantees must apply in order to Protect scientific or industrial
secrecy and the composition of the responsible international body rnust
not be such as to give rise to discrimination.
The Cormnittee on Regional Policy, Regiona). Planning and TransPort
is convinced that this method would make it possible to Promote scientific
research vrithout Promising projects being stifled in their infancy or
mutually incompatible systems being put into oPera&-ion.
Ivloreover, cooperation rnakes it possible to achieve economies of
scale which, in view of the enormous financial burden involved in
scientific research and developnrent in this sector and the scarce
financial resources available, are of obvious importance.

LL7. In addition to the international harmonization of flight rules
and the coordination of research and develoP[ent ProgramnEs, most of
the measures to improve air traffic safety analysed in the Previous
ehapter should be adopted in an international context. This is most
certainly true as regards the setting uP of an incident-reportinq
centre. This cannot be discussed in detail here but the reader is
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referred to pointe 70 to 72 of this explanatory staterent and point 43
of the opinion drawn uP by !!r Osborn on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Reaearch. It is intereeting in this connection to note a
statement by the Conunission of the EurolEan Communities which, in reply
to a written question by Mr G1inne, aaid that it 'nattlrally favoured the
greatest possible dissemination of inforrnation on air craahes which could
avOid the sare faults recurring' but that 'present machinery seened
adequate to that purpose'1. This opinion of the Comnigelon is naturally
unaccePtable to your rapPorteur and is even more unacceptable to air
navigation circles. The system used to obtain, centralize, analyse and
dieseminate data on air traffic incidents ehould be perfected as soon as
poasible in an internationd context118. Ttre aame appliee to the problem of telecomnunications in air
naviqation. Breakdorrne and interference occur, and there also seems
to be a crying need for eynchronlzation. According to reports, the
collision between a KLM Boeing 747 and the Pan Am Boeing 747 at Ios
Rodeoe (Tenerife) airport in March L977 waa rnainly due to a comrmrnication
breakdown2. fn this connection there is aleo the problem of language and
terminology in telecommunications between pilot and air traffic controller
(see point 59 of the explanatory staterent). Here too international
coo;=ration is desirable.
I19. A final point which should be nentioned in this section on international cooperation relates to the procedure and criteria used for
preventing coltieions between aircraft in the airstrnce. In order to
avoid collieions there are sPecific provisions regarding the distance to
Oring to frequent congestion in partibe maintained between aircraft.
cu1ar sectore of the airs;race and the financial implications thereof
(cancellation of flights, delays, fuel wastage etc.) consideration is
being given at the preeent tine to the poseibility of reducing these
minimrm distances in order to achieve better use of available airspace.
Although the criteria applicable vary from region to region according to
the density of traffic and available airrtraffic control apparatus it
BeemEt deEirable for the m:ililnrmr separation standards to be exanined and
laid dorrn within the franework of ICAO after aII thoee concerned have
been consultcd.

OJ No. C 294, 13.12.1976, P.22

Flight InternaEional of 23 April L977' p.1093
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B. Cooperation in

EuroPe

said about international cboperation obviously
applies also to Europ€, where much morc intengivc cootrrration must bc sought
urgently in order to eome to terms with the geo-political structure
(Weetern Eurotrre is a patchwork of small and medium-sized independent
states) and the very high air traffic densities in most of its
12O. What has been

airspa.ce.

121. European airspace is divided into a series of Elight Information
Regions (FIR), each of which is the responsibility of an air traffic

control unit. CooPeration between the units is less than
satisfactory, however. It would be possible to improve cooperation uP
to a point by procedural measures alone, but your raPporteur takes the
view that ultimately the only vray to achieve satisfactory air safety
standards ie to set up a single air traffic control centre for European
airspace as a whole.
L2Z. A particularly serious problem is the demarcation between military
and civil air traffic responsibilities already discussed on Pages 32 and
33. This is a constant danger in air traveL, as thc alarming number of
near-nisges recorded makes clear. The nilitary and civil authorities
should therefore give urgent consideration at the highest level in the
organizations concarned - NATO, WEU, the EuroPean Civil Aviation
Conference (ECAC) - to some form of integration of nilltary and civil air

traffic

control.

I23. In any eonsideration of hovr to improve cooperation on air-traffic
eontrol, the question of the future of EUrocgntrol is bound to ariseThe diffieutties have already been outlined in Chapter II (paragraphs 40
to 43), and your rapporteur would like to raise gome further points here.
I24. The uncertainty surrounding the fate of Eurocontrol after 1983, when
the Convention now in force expires, is basically a political question.
In the absence of the political resolve and foresight to see the advantages
of transferring national authority to an international body, what, has
cmerged hag becn a kind of Eurocontrol 'i Ia carte', with the result that
the initial cnthusiasm of the users hae understandably turned to
dieappointment, and ultimately to oPPosition to the idea.
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The Convention setting up the European Organization for the Safety
of Air Navigation of 13 Deceilber 1950 contains two major restrietions:
the optional arrangements for giving Eurocontrol responsibilitl' for lower
airspaee and national responsibility'for military flighte which do not
conform to ICAO standards. This has led in practice to the two-fold
distinction between military and civil air traffic on the one hand, and
between upper and lower airspace on the other. The fact that the
horizontal distinction (based on understandable technical considerations)
\ras intended to replace the vertical distinction (national boundaries)
only temSrorarily would not have mattered had it not been that three years
after the Convention came into force, France and the United Kingdom invoked
prcciaely thesc two diatinctions in ordcr to avoid transferring responsibility
for air traffic eontrol to Eurocontrol, as laid dovn by the Convention. Thc
Pctmanent Commiesion (comparablc to thc Council of the Europaan Communitics)
rceolved the eit.uation by adopting the Maroni-Walton report stipulating
that these two countriee would be responsible for their own air traffic
eontrol operations, but would act on behalf of Eurocontrol.

This first serious encroachment on the Eurocontrol Convention was
followed by another disruption towards the end of the 6o's. This time the
problern was the eystem of charges and financing. It is particularly regrettable
that ncither of these infringrments of the Convention was sanctioned by
aryparliament. Later still, difficulties arose with Ireland (the Shannon
air-traffic eontrol centre was vi-rtually nationalized) and the Netherlands
and Garmany (see point 42), eo that of the seven Member Statesr only Belgium
and Luxcmbourg hava not causcd Eurocontrol any major headachcs.
L25. By L97":, the outlook had beeomc so grim that thGrc wero fcars for the
very survival of Eurocontrol, as a succGgsion of qucstions, debatce and
resolutions in the European Parliament clearly sho&rs.

At the meeting of the Permanent Comniss,ion of 20 Novierber 1975 in
Maastricht (Netherlands) chaired by Mr weaterterp, the Netherlands Minister
of Transport, Water Control and Constructl on, the governments of the !4ember
States reached agreement on the preparation of a nerv convention for the
period after 1983 on a ten point basisl. The second paragraph states that
'the Mcnber States believe that the joint financing system of Eurocontrol
ehould bc maintained and, where appropriate, further dcveloped', but this
must bc cbmpared with paragraph 7: 'The Mcmber Statee agrce that the fact
that a State is a fuIl mcmber of Eurocontrol doee not nccessarily mean that
thc eontrol of all or part of ita airspacc must be traneferrcd to the
organization.' Moreover, paragraph 9 gtates: 'Thc trznefer to Eurocontrol
by the lt{ember States of air traffic control responsibilities will be contingent
t Committee on Regional Policy and Transport, Notice to lrterbers (PE 43.03I)
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on national defence requirements as well as potitical, oPerational, technical,
economic and social considerations and must be compatible with the
general aim of ensuring at all times, with optimum effectiveness and
Eafcty, the control of traffic in the airspace of the ttcmbcr States.'
125. It is true that on this occasion the sEvival of Eurocontrol was
solcmnly affirmed as a matter of principle, but the fundamental question
of whether the agency would actually be responsiblc for air traffic control
afrer 1983 remained unanswered. Three lrlember Statcs (France, the
United Kingdon and Ircland) specifically adopted the position that a general
conunitment to transfer responsibility for actual air traffic control
operationa to one large ccntral organization should bc conEidercd as having
bcen ovcrtakcn by eventsl. with thc Nctherlands and Gcrmany notr threatening
to withdraw from Eurocontrol,there is a vcry real danger that the operational
function of the organization will be irrctriavably loet. The fact that
it has pdormcd valuable work in other ficlds and in all probability will
continue to do so, is small consolatbn
127. Your rapporteur wiehes to take this opportunity to expresE his appreciation
of the considerable achievements Eurocontrol already hae to its credit. These
includethe air traffic control centres in Maastricht and Karleruhe which were
set up to cover operations in the Benelux countries and thc Federal Republic
of Germany, the Shannon auxiliary radar station, the training institute opened
in 1970 in Luxembourg to provide air traffic control operators, technicians,
engineers and computer staff with instruction and profcssional training and the
experimental centre |n Breticmy (south of Paris) which hae been ex;rerimenting
with new systeme and techniguee for improving and automating air traffic
control elnce L9fi2
128. The cretion of Eurocontrol was initially welcomcd enthusiastically by all
air traffic control organizations, but in vieru of the unfortunate political
decisions taken since and the risk of further encroachments on the organization's
rcsponsibilities, there has understandably been a decisive change in the
attitude of many organizations. l'or instance IATA, which advocated the
creation of a single air traffic, control body in L956, rePorted twenty years
later that, with the exception of the Maastricht control eentre, Eurocontrol
could not expect to take part in any future activities involving direct
responsibitity for air traffic ;ontrol operations3.
1

L"tt.r of 26 tlay 1975 from Mr wcstortarp. to thc ehairman of the Standing
Comnittcc on Transport and wa.ter Control of thc Seeond Chaniber of the States
Gonoral (Doc. No. 13419 of proceedings of the Sccond Chamber L974/75).
2sce the note from the sccrotaiiat, PE 4L.62L
3teTa mcmorandum on thc futune of Eurocontrol, 15 January 1975, in
Eurocontrol wod<lng documont, cN/45/7, anncx 9, gage 4. (rt Bhou1d be noted
that IATA favourg continuing and expanding EuroconErol'g other dutics.)
I

I
I
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Your raPporteur can sympathise with this attitude, since the airlines
have to pay route charges for the control services which are continually
rising in the current period of inflation and econouuic crisis and through
the application of increasing proportions of costs recovered from the
airspace users. They can ill afford the additional costs arising from the
present unsatisfactory division of responsibility between Eurocontrol and
Member States. Irloreover the present situation is resulting in a duplication
or overlapping of research activities, the efficient of the overall ATC
system is adversely affected, and there arise problems relating to the
irrational divison of labour.

129. The conunittee on Regional Policy, Regional planning and Transport
thercforc considers it csscntial to end this ambiguous situation quickly,
and urges that the dutics to be performed by Eurocontrol in future should
be prccisely stipulated as aoon as possible after consultation with aIl
thc organizations concerned, in particular user organizations such as
rATA, the rnternational Air carricrs Association and thc council of
Aircraft Ovrner and Pilot Associations.

that therc is a substantial consensus on a number of well defined
duties, your conurittee fcers that this action can be taken without
insuperable difficulty.
These duties concern, in particular:
Now

intensification of thc vocational training programnc for air
traffic controllers in Luxembourg;
- continuation of research aetivity in Br6tigny;
eoordination of scientifie rescarch and air traffic
and standardization of equipmcnt;

control procedures

- gradual developmcnt of a Europcan systam of ccntralized
of air traffic;

rnanagement

- continuation of the centrar correeting agency for foute eharges.
In his opinion, Mr Osborn atresses the inportance of the experimental
and coordinating role to be played by Eurocontrol in the future (paragraph
37l. and the rcsponsibilitiee that eould bc trustcd to Eurocontrol in
the coordination of air traffic flon throughout Europa (paragraph 38).
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130. The operational function has always been by far the most important one,
and here unfortunately there is a complete absence of consensus. It eeems
moreover that ln the future Eurocontrol w111 be prevented from directly
carrying out air traffic control operatlong or that ite porera in this area
w111 be re6trlctcd even further. It would therefore bc unrcallctic to try
to go againet ttre ttae an<i iaiocate tfi-e effective exerci.gc of air traffic
control by Eurocontrol. Regrettable though thig development nay be, the
time aeemt to havc come to think about poaslble altarnativea.
131. A n.x, role whicb might be entrustea to Eurocontrol is thJ of coordinating the various national air traffic control centres and services.
A coordinated policy, under which Eurocontrol would exercise important
responsibility, would offer two advantages: firstly, it would ensure that
use.is made of the experience and knowledge acquired within Eurocontrol
and, secondly, it would prevent an unnecessary proliferation of national
air traffic control centres (e.g. on either side of a national frontier)
chargedwithdifferingfunctions. In addition, inviewoftheprobableimpacton
the gtandardization of air traffic control apparatus and equlgment, the active
lnvolvemant of Eurocontrol ln coordination and plannlng would at the same time
bcnGflt the Europcan elcctronics induetry. Flnally, euch an arrangement
would hclp to avold maer dlamicaalr of Eurocontrol staff.
L32. Your committee therefore urges the governments of the !,!ember States of
Eurocontrol to face up to their responsibility to ensure that when the
existing Convention expires, the organization will not be restricted to its
present range of activities, but the opportunity will be created for it to
exercise an important role in coordinating air traffic control operations
in western Europe. There can be no justification for allowing one of the
first and most successful institutionalized forms of European integration
in a specific field to disintegratel. At the same time, it is essential
that closer relations be established between the European Conumrnity and
the European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation.

See 'Eurocontrol:

J.B. Collester

and

A

Reappraisal of Functional Integrration' by
H. Burnham in Journal of Common lilarket Studies
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C.

Communitv

action

133. Since no civil aviation authority in Europe has real decision-making
poeers, it is important for the European Community to take an intereEt in
the problems of air traffic safety. The European Parliament has repeatedly
called for the implementation of a Community air traffic policy as an integral component of Community transport policy. An adequate air traffic
policy presupposes Corununity measures on air safety.

At a debate in the plenary sitting of L2 Novedber 1975 on an oral queBtion on this subject, your rapporteur outlined the goal the Community should
seek to achieve in this connectionl. On take-off and landing and in the
immediate vicinity of airports, an aircraft would be under the control of
the airport control tovrer; outside the radius of action of the airPort,
Europe, unlike the United States, has no central air traffic body which
takes over control of the aircraft, because of the vertical division of airspace according to national frontiers. The Comnunity should therefore take
the necessary steps to put the situation in Europe on a par with that in the
United States.
This section of the report proposes measures that might be taken by
each of the Community institutions in the future with a view to improving
air traffic safety.

-

Ilrg-ggtrEc-rl

134. As already stated, at its meeting of 28 and 29 June 1977, the Council
instructed the Committee of Permanent Representatives to determine what
Community action in the field of civil aviation should be given priority.
The Comrnittee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and TransPort considers
it absolutely essential for the safety question to be irrcluded in the action
prografiune, which it is hoped will be drawn uP as soon as possible.

your comnittee also urges the Council to give the Commission of the
European Communities a mandate to consider a number of activities on which
the community might take the initiative and which are outlined in the follovling trnragraphs.

I oJ Arrr,"x No. 196, November 19?5, PP. I33 and I34.
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- The Commission
135. In various aviation circles it is considered desirable for a detailed
inquiry to be held into the problems of air traffic safety and air traffic
control in Europe which would deal in depth h,ith the Procedural, administrative technological and other aspecte of a safety poliey orientated tovrards
the demands of the future. The CommiEEion would app€ar to be the most suitable community lnetltution to conduct this. If lack of funds and suitably
qualified staff prevent the Commission - as it has repeatedly told the
European Parliament - from conducting this inquiry itself, then it should
instruct a specialized body, to act on its behalf.
Comparable action has often been taken in the past. An inquiry of this kind
would be an obvious prelirninary to drawing up a rational policy.
136. The inquiry should cover the following items in particular:

-

future air transport developments in Europe;
more rational use of available capacity and its possible growth;
coordination of scientific research and development;
approximation of technologies and equipment, and their economic viability;
eocio-professional aspects (training and working conditions);
the demarcation between the povrers of military and civil aviation authorities;
weather conditionE;

the forwarding, eentralization and distribution of data on air transport
incidents;
- the requirements of the European industries involved, in particular the
aLrcraft construction and eleetronics sectors;
- air traffic flol organization, strategic and tactical air traffic planning;
- integration of national air traffic control services and the role of
Eurocontrol;
- cooperation with third countries and through existing inter-governmental
organizations.

the basis of the outcome of this inquiry, the Comrnission should consult representativee of all aviation organizations concerned, with a view to
fixing prioritiee for Community action and ultimately drawing up appropriate
and apeclfic proposals for ensuring air traffic eafety in the Community.
On

137. Pending this in-depth inquiry, the Commission could determine what
specific measuresr might be taken within the general terms of reference of
the Community, such as the application of the provi.sions of the EEC Treaty
in the social sector.
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138. The Committee on Regional Poliey, Regional Planning and Transport feele
that it would be useful if, before Corununity action was irnplemented, negotiations were opened with the countries bordering on the Comrmrnity, in Snrticular Switzerland, Austria, the Scandinaviarl countries and the countries
applying for accession to the Community, with a view to outlining Community
action and determining joint options on air traffic control.

of the countries associated with the Community lack modern and
efficient air traffic control equipment. In view of their economic positionr
these countries have otlcr priorities than acguiring this exeeptionally
expensive machinery, even if their air traffic is continuing to increase in
volume, ovling mainly to tourism. The Community might therefore consider
transferring to the Associated States equipment which has become obsolete
in the Corurunity but is still useable, as part of its development programme.
At the same time, it would be pointless for an airport or an air traffic
control centre to have technically advanced eguipment at its disposal if it
were unable to use it because it lacked suitably qualified staff. The
Community could therefore also consider providing the necessary professional
training. This would be a matter for the Eurocontrol exPerts who have aPPropriate training facilities at their Luxembourg centre.
Ivlost

- lb9-EsrePee!-Eerlreses!
139. Mr Osborn proposes in his opinion that the committee of the Euqrean
parliament responsible for transport matters should organize a hearing to
which representatives of both civil and military air traffic control services,
as well as representatives of government transport ministries, airlines and
air pilot organizations would be invited (paragraph 46). He also suggests
that an open forum should aftenvards be organized, involving government transport and aviation ministries, airline cornSranies, the electronics industry,
the civil aviation and airport authorities 'to review the situation and to
find out who should take the initiative for coordination in Europet (Paragraph 47).

of views at its meeting of 22 September L977,
the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport gave its
approval in principle to Mr Osborn's suggestions, as reflected in paragraph
20 of the motion for a reeolution.
In an initial

exchange

140. Mr Osborn also aeks in his opinion for the rilevant comrnittee of the
Council of Europe to be aesociated with a conference on air traffic control
matterg.
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t4l. In the report already referred to on the introduction of eystems for
preventing near-mislres, lilr Treu the rapporteur on bahalf of the Science and
Technology Committee of the Council of Europe, approveB this initiativel.
your rapporteur has also taken this suggeEtion into consideration in paragraph 20 of the motion for a resolution. If effective cooperation between
both thege democratic institutione can be assured from the very beginning,
it should be possibte to involve the whole of Western Eurotrr simrltaneously
(i.e. all twenty one ltember States of the Council of Europe) in the Promotion of efflcient air traffic control.
tt. goee without saying
planning and Transport will
hearlng and opcn forum. In
lor closcly developments in
1.4Z.

that the Committce on Regional Policy, Regional
draw up a r€port on the outcome of the proposed
the meantime lt will of couraG continue to folthe field of air traffic control and aafety.

Report by l{r Treu, Doc. 4028, 2L.9.L977, P.29 Paragraph 93.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

143. As this ovrn-initiative report has demonstrated, the level of air
traffic safety has improved despite the enormous guantitative and qualitative
increaEe in traffic during the past decade. Ttris remarkable result iE
attributable in particular to the i:nprwed training of air traffic controlIers, sound air safety techniques and international coqreration.

Despite this welcome trend, your rapporteur is firmly convinced that
a number of imprwements can be made to reduce further the risk of tragic
air disasters, an e:<ceedingly important task in view of the llkelihood
that air traffic will increase rapidly in the next few years.
144. Measuree which could be taken to this end were considered in Chapter
III. Particular attention was devoted to meaEureE in the field of technological research and development, organizational and procedural imprwements
and meagures in the meteorological field.

L45. Since the technological aspects are fully discussed by !,tr OSBORN in
his opinion on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research, your
rapporteur has confined himself in this report to a few supplementary
remarks. tn addition to the possible consequences of air traffic control
by means of satellites, the need for mutual compatibility of techniques
and equipment is streesed. Both your rapporteur and the Cfiu,nittee on
Economic and Ivlonetary Affairs have also pointed to the desirability of
strengthening as far as possible the conpetitive position of the relevant
European industries, in particular the aircraft and electronic induEtries.
146. with regard to preedural and organizational measures, the need to
put an end to the artificial separation of military and civil air traffic
control authorities warrants especial mention. ClearIy from the point of
view of air traffic safety, the aim must be to find some way of integrating
the military and civil air traffic control authorities as soon as possible.

report called in the same chapter for the establishment of an
international centre for the collection, analysis and reporting of data on
air traffic incidents, the introduction of a minimum leve1 of uniformity
in the language and phraseologry used in telecqnnrunications and the implementation of long-range strategic planning of the florr'r of air traffic.
Ttre professional aspects, i.e. vocational training and working conditions,
were of course also considered in detail.
The

,

L47. Ttre impact of meteorologrical factors on flight safety has been discussed at some length in this report, your rapporteur taking the view that
meteorological phenomena are frequently and unjustifiably underestinated
and that measurea exist which could substantially improve current safety
11;11',;ine. Thie is certainly the caee ,with techniquee for cqribating wind
ehear, fog and storm systems.
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148. It is abundantly ctear that optimum air traffic safety cannot possibly
be achieved by taking a few incidental and isolated meaaurea. Individual
projecte muet therefore be coordinated in an overall approach to air traffic
safety.
L49. Such an overall and coordinated approach can of course only be obtained
through international cooperation; nor should this be confined to European
or cqnmunity air space. Worldwide cooperation is vital and here the ICAO
and IAIA are the appropriate organizationE in their respective fielde.
15O. In view of the particular geographical situation of Weetern Europe and
the extreme density of air traffic, still more intensive cooperation is
desirable. Given the increasing level of cooperation which exiEts in air
transport, lhere is nothing to prevent a eimilar development in air traffic

control.
revival of the idea of national sotrereignty is thus ominous for the
future of Eureontrol. It is beconing increasingly unlikely that Eureontrol
wiIl aaaume extensive operational responsibility on e:<piry of the present
Conventlon; every effort muet therefore be made to ensure that after 1983,
Eure_ontrol ia glven a nev, task in additlon to ite preaent functions - that
of coordinating the various national air traffic control authoritiee.
The

151. Finally, your rapporteur is inclined to the view that the European
Community can make a useful contriJcution to, inoreasing air traffic safety.
Ttre prime reguirement here is for the Council to authorize the Cfiunission to
include the question of safety in the priority action programme for civil
air transport. Ttre Cqrunission should in turn give close conEideration to
the aspects detaii.ed in this report, and draw up as soon ae possible a
coherent package of appropriate and specific proposals.

In the meantime, the conunittee will continue to take a close interest
in the pronotion of efficient air traffic control and improrred air traffic
safety, and intends to conduct a hearing on this question in the near future.
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON

ECONOIT'IIC

AI{D MONETARY AFFAIRS

Letter from the Chairman of the corunittee to the Chairman of the Comnittee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Traneport
Luxembourg, 23 February 1978

Dear !!r Chairman,

At its neeting of 20 February 1978 the Comrnittee on Economic and
tilonetary Affaire discuseed the draft re;rcrt of the Conmittee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and TransPort concerning the prornotion of
efficient airtraffic control (PE 50.962).
In Section II of the draft report, the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional planning and Transport deals with the evolution, or to be more
precise, the expaneion of air transport and the aseociated developrent of
airtraffic control. The sane eection also contains corurentE on international coo;rcration, which plays a crucial part in efficient airtraffic
control. In addition to procedural and organizational flEasures and the
effects of reteorological conditions, which require no colmlEnt from the
Conmrittee on Economic and Monetary Affaire, the section on the improverent
of airtraffic control also nentions nEasures in the field of technological
regearch and developrEnt which have im;rortant economic implications.
In this connection the Comnittee on Economic and lilonetary Affairs
feels that it ehould point out that aviation safety is not only a matter
of traffic density, the atructure of airtraffic control and staff training,
but also depends to a very large extent on the design of aircraft, airporte
and control towers. The developnent of better aircraft comPonents and a
determined effort ained, for instance, at making greater use of existing
- and devetoping new - electronic equipnent in the aviation Eector is
extrerely important to the future growth of such rnajor branches of industry
as aviation and electronics and to a large number of sub-contractors.
l.loreover, it will also improve the international comtrEtitiveness of undertakings of this typ in the years to cone. It should also be rerembered
that product developrent in the aboverEntionqd industries has traditionally
been a constant source of technical innovation in other branches of industry.
fn addition, your corunittee points in its draft rePort to the need here to
strengthen the competitive position of the industries concerned (see Point 54
of the explanatory staterent in the draft rePort PE 50.962)
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The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has already asked the
Commission to submit proposals for a common air transport policy, including
rrpasures on aviation safety. As will be recatrled, the Conunittee on Economic
and Itlonetary Affairs drew up in 1976 an interim rePort (Doc. 203/75) on
the Commission's proposal for an action Program[E for the EuroPean aeronauticat sectori on the basis of this report the EuroPean Parlianent adopted
an amendnent to Article 3 of the draft Council decision inviting the
Commission, in drawing uP concrete proPosals for a common alr traneport

policy, to include flight safety in the overall planl'
It goes without saying that attempts should be rnade to improve
aviation safety by neans of suitable research and developnent. In view
of the high cost of aviation safety systems and of research in this field,
there should be careful selection of research and develoPnEnt projects.
Your committee has stressed, in its d,raft rePort, the need to avoid duplication and minimize dissitrEtion of effort so as to keep costs down.
Attention is also drawn to the importance of a very high degree of mrtual
compatibility between airtraffic control ap;nratus and equipnent, and of
etandardization to improve efficiency and reduce costs (see points 54 and
55 of the explanatory staterEnt in the relevant draft rePort of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and TransPort, PE 50.9521 '
It is aleo clear that Conunrnity and international cootr=ration is desirable
in thie connection. National rEaaures and the duPlication of work which
these often involve are inappropriate, as the Committee on Economic and
Ivlonetary Affairs has already pointed out several t,ines, for example in its
report (Doc. 454/77) on the comnrunication from the Commission concerning
an action progralune for aeronautical resear"h2, in which it states its
views on research in the aviation industry. Ho\,rever, this Commission
communication relates only to the manufacture of airfranes and to
helicopters. The Conunission proposal for a research progralmE in the
fietd of electronics and equipnent intended for use in the aviation sector
is not yet available; the corunittee will suPPort any efforts to expedite
as far as possible the drawing up of this research progranulE.
In this connection it should aleo be pointed out that the first set
of priorities in the fletd of data proceseing provided for a study of
reguirenente in regard to computer-operated airtrafflc control systems.
However, thie etudy was not approved by the Council.

1o,
2ot

No. C178, 2.8.L976, P.8
No. c21o, 2.9.L977, P.8
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The Conunittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs expressed its views

on the financing of research in the field of air transport in point 2l of
the explanatory statenent conEained in its interim rePort on the Comrtrission
proposal for an action programme for the European aeronautical sector.
Here it statea that it agrees that Comnnrnity aid to research and develotrF
ment in the aircraft industry ehould be financed trnrtly from the Comfnunity
budget and partly from funds raised on the capital market. It adds that
such aid should cone in the main from the Commrnity budget since the
Community's role as coordinator would then be strengthened.

Finally, the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs would draw
attention to the judgnrent of 4 Apri L Lg74 delivered by the Court of
Justice, which ruled that the general provisions laid dovrn in the EEC
Treaty, including the rules on comPetition, r.rere applicable to the
aviation sector. The Committee does not intend to deal with this very
difficult guestion in detail at the present stage, as it is awaiting the
Corunission's proposal for implenenting provisions. NevertheleEs, there
is no doubt that the efforts to achieve maxirmrm safety in the aviation
aector will have a bearing on the way in which the rulee on com;retition
laid dorrn in the EEC Treaty are to be applied in practice to that sector.
I would ask that this letter be regarded as the unanimously adoptedl
opinion of our conmittee on the draft report (PE 50.962).

(sgd)

n.

GLrNM

1 Present: Lord Ardwick, acting chairman; ltlr Deschamps,
Iur r.ange, Mr M0ller-Hermann, Ittr Noa(deputizing for
t'!r Schwbrer), Mr Nyborg, ltr Ripamonti, l'lr Starke
and Mr Verhaegen
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OPIUION OF THE COIT(ITTEE ON ENERGY AND RESEARCA

Draftemn: ti!r. iI .H.

Osborn

On 21 December 1976 the Comrittee on Energy and Researeh appointed
Mr. J.H. Osborn draftsman.

It coneidered the draft opinion at its meetinge of 27 ilanuary L977,
and adopted it unanimously with three
28 ltarch 1977 and 21 sT'une L977'
abstentions on 21 .lune 1977.
Present: !lr. Veronesi (Vice-chairroan, acting Chairrnan), t{r. Osborn,
rrpporteur lilr. Edt ards, l,tr. ELlis, !lr. Fucha, !{r. Liogier, Mr. H.$I. Mill1er,
Mr. B. NielEen, !,tr. Noi and l,!r. Zeyer.
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INTRODUCTION

General Air Traffic Control trnlicy is essentially the concern
of the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning ard Transport.
Their concern is for administrative and technological efficiency combined
with adequate safeguards, but with a view (o maximum efficiency and
minimum duplication in order to keep the cost of safe flying to a minimum.
The basic terms of reference of the Committee on Energlg and Research are
such that the present Opinion must }imit itself to an examination of
research and technological aspects of ATC and i-n consequence oi tn" itduetrial
implications for the avionics, electronics and ,aviition supplier-s and subcontractors to the aviatlon inaust-ry. aut-again this probleir will be the
subject of a separate opini-on from the lconomic and Monetary Affalre Committee.
1.

Air Traffic Control is concerned with the, safe and expeditious
Inanagement of air transPort, that this necessitates considering the
subject on a eupranational scale is inmediately obvious. l,tost flights,
particularly in Europe, are internationhl,'taking off from one country,
landing in another, having perhaps overflown one. or more other countries
en route. Ideally the probleme of Air Traffic Control Ehou1d be dealt
with at world level, and an international body, the International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO), ig nuklng efforts in thfs fie1d.
ICAO's aim is to persuade its member nations to standardise air traffic
control techniques and systems up to an acceptable leveI. As ICAO's
role in this respect is advisory, it cannot coerce nations into such
standardization. The most suitable forun for debite uould be the r.c.e.o.
Aasenbly. Ttre regional Couunissions of the United Nations, incfid-Ing Ehe
Economic ColuriEsion for Europe (ECE) should also conaider the problems of
air traffic control. While it is highJ-y desirable that air traffic control
equipnent throughout the world be brought up to an acceptable miniun:sr
standard, too often the achievement of this ideal is hampered by lack of
financial resources in many countries, though this is hardly the case in the
.
-Me[ber Statca of the Europetn Coruunity. Ttrere is evidence that adequately
,n'aintained ai.d sufficiently nodern equipnea'L is not available to some of
the countries imnedliately outside the Community.
3. In October 1976 the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport decided to draw up an own-initiative report on the promotion
of safety in Air Traffic Control. Ihis decision was brouEht about by the
air cotlision that took place on 10 September 1976 over Zagreb, and by
the subsequent debate held in the Plenary session of the EurotrEan Parliament
on 15 October L976. This debate followed an oral question tabled by
Mr NoE, Ivlr Berkhouwer and the draftsman of this opinion. Your draftsman
2.
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is convincqd that the European Parliament must Put Pressure on
governments and others having authority in the field of Air TransporL,
so as to ensure that the citizens of Europe can travel by air with the
greatest possible degree of safety. with this end in view, your
draftsman calls on the committee responsible for the rePort, the
Commission of the European Corununities, the governments of the lilember
States and, outside the European Community, the other l'lember States of
the Council of Europe, to take the necessary stepe to bring airtrnrts and Air
Traffic Cont,rol Systems that are inadequately equipped, maintained or oPerated
up to a high levet and to give priority to reaearch and developurent of avioniee,
electronice and other equrpnent, that would contribute to the safety
of air travel. Your draftsman believes that the European Parliament
constiLutes the one democratic body capable of doing anything about
this problem at international Ievel, if only within the Eurotrrcan
Community. The urgency of thie matter h'as been tragically emphaeised
by the collision at Los Rodeos Airport,.Tenerife on 27 March 1977 and
tiie recent near miss. over Spain -involving a Bnitish Airways Trident,
and Iberia 747 and a Dan-Air 727 approaching Valencia.
4. Europe is economically an eivanced and relatively homogeneous.
continent. The nine countries of the Community have highly developed,
modern Air Traffic Control systems working in close contact with one
another. Safety considerations, which must be paramount in air
transport, have, however, along with other tonsiderations led to reduced
economic efficiency. A11 aircraft are not able to take off at times
dictated by market. forces and fly by thg optimum route to their
destinations at the optimum height. Crowding of European airspace,
political considerati-ons and the requirements of military aviation have
ted to the division of airspace into different types of airspace.
The airspace over Europe is divided into,flight information regions
(FIRS)each of which is the responsibility of an air traffic control unit
(ACC) normally located at one of the prineipal centres in the country
for example Amsterdam, Paris, llilan, R.ome. The FIR boundarj-es generally
foltow the national boundaries.

5.

i The area within the FIR is basically divided into controlled
uncontrolled airspace.

and

Within controlled airspace the following services are provided:
(a) Aerodromc control which is concerned with movements of the aircraft
on the ground and in the immediate vicinity of the airport.
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(b) Approach control which deals with the arririal and departure phases of
controlled fIight.
(c) Area control normalry provided within airways ten mires wide
connecting the principar centres. This type of controrred airspace
is further dj.vided in Europe into upper and lower sectionF. The dividing
rine is located either at 19500 ft,flight lever 195 or z45o} fi_, fright
level 245 depending on the country concerned.
6. Within controlled airspace aircraft which operate on instrument
flight. rules (IER) require a certain standard of crew training and
eompliance to certain air traffic contror procedures. within this
airspace the air traffic control unit ensures the safe separation of such
aircraft. According to the minimum standards reconur.ended by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (rCAO) aircraft are either
separated horizontally by time or distance intervals which vary according
to varioue cireumstances or they are selErated verticarly again to
varying criteria.
For the en route phase of, flight the vertical
separation is 1000 ft up to 29000 ft and 2OOO ft above,29,OOO ft.
7. Within controlled airspace separation is acfrieved by two principle
rrEans. The first which is named procedurar control requires the
controrrer to maintain the minimum separations by meahs of fonrard
estimates of the horizontal and vertical positions of the aircraft flying
within his sector. rn the second method known as radar control the
controller maintains setrEration by means of the visual picture of
aircraft positions presented to him on the radar screen. Advanced
systensalso provide height information. Radar control often enables
the minimum separation between aircraft to be decreased and hence
increases the capacity of the air traffic control eentre.
8.

In

countries VFR aircraft are also permitted t,o fly
through controlled airspace although they themserves are not under
control. In other countries this is prohibited. The accident at Biggin
Hill raises the whole e_lestion of the use of VEB., and there is a need for
consisteney in European airspace, even if the approach is different elsewhere
in the world.
g. outside of contiolied airspacE a more limited service is provided
to aircraft. This is designated fright infornation service (Frs).
some European

Aircraft in the uncontrorled part of the FrR normally operate.
on visual flight rules (vl|R). These do not require the same standard
of crew and aircraft capability but do require that the airclaft remain
at epeeified horizontal and vertical dietancea away from cloud. Ttre
baalc concept iE that aircraft will avoid each other through viEual
obgervation.
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I

10. within the flight information region the flight information centre
(Frc) is resPonsibre for providing information to kncwn aircraft on
significpnt changes to the weather, serviceabirity of navigational
aids,
and conditions at aerodromes. rt atso provides information
on eollision hazards to those aircraft which are not controlled but
this is of dor:btfur accuracy and compretene€rs as it relates only to
aircraft which are known to the FfC.

rn Europe there arso exists to a rimited,extent an advisory

service which is an improved form of ftight infor:nration Eervice.

11. Controlled airspace is widely available within Europe for those
aircraft wishing to make use of it. There are however areas where
it is required but not provided. rn some countries the upper limit
of controlled airspace does not include the higher altip,udes frequently
used by conmrercial aircraft.
L2- one of the problems involved in air traffic control in some countries
is the division of both airspace and authority between, civilian and
military aviation. Ttris problem has been resorved, in different ways,
with varying degrees of success, by the nine Member States of the Corununity.
consideration of this probrem, however, would lie outside the terms of
reference of this conuni-ttee, but this problem must not be evaded and
the l,lember governments of each European country, including the nine
EEC Member States, Ehould bipersuaded to look at this problem again
together. Eurocontror has its own ministeriar direction, but as your
draftsman aees it, is in no way the subject to democratic colunent,
except, perhaps, in the Assembties of the council 0f Europe and the
European Communities.
I

13. up to now, the European comnunities have played no direct rore
in air traffic control. Ttris was considered, aicording to the
nation or ai.rspaee involved, to be a matter either for the Member
State concerned or for Eurocontrol, with coordination taking place
through a number of specialised international organisations. Eurocontrcl is the
European organisation for the safety of Air Navigation which was set up by
rnternational convention to strengthen cooperation between the contracting
states 'in natterg of air nEvigrtinn and in particular to provide for the
corunon organisation of the air tra{fic scrices in the upper airspace,.
II.

INCREASED SAFETY AIID EFFICIENSY

IN AIR.TRAFFIC

CONTROL

L4. This opinion is particularly coneerned by the problem of aircraff
collieione and air missee (near misses). Thie is not a major problem
from the trrcint of view of fatalities, though it can be a source of
considerable worry to air paaaengers. the poesible, number of fatalities
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would increase if the use of rarger aircraft becomes widespread. The
probrem of ground corrision, is considered a hazard by some experts.
The seriousness of this danger was highrighted by the recent tragedy at
Tenerife. A ground radar system exists and would warrant inplerentatipn
on more airpor.ts.

15. According to figures produced by the United States Fed.eral Aviat,ion
Administration, over the past 15 years there has been an average of 29
mid-air collisions resulting in 50 fatalities annually. Ttris represents
r
only 5% of the civil aviation fatalities and L% of accidents.
16. rn mainllnd Europe, the situation ie quite different. Largery
due to the smaller ProPortion of general aviation aircraft and the great
protrrcrtion of aircraft operating in controlled airspace in Europe mid
air collisions have, happily, been extremely rare over Europe. Air
misses, however, do constitute a problem, and the rate of air misses has
been too high in certain parts of the community to permit complacency.
rt shourd be noted that the figures for Europe and the united states
are not comparable becauee of bagic differenceg bctween the
types of airspace user.
L7- Considerable work has been carried out in recent years on aircraft
separation assurance. Research on aircraft separation assurance has
led to work on the development of, amongst other things, conflict
detection and resolution systems, ACAS and BCAS systems.
18. confrict detection systems are used in the u.s. Automatic
conflict Detection makes use of centre computers to ',rook ahead,,
of a transtrrcnder-equipped aircraft's Snsition to determine if a trrctential
conflict with another aircraft might occur and to arert the appropriqte
traffic controller accordingly. A'Btart ia being made in Europe by bringing into
service, later this year, an automatic conftict a'lert system at the Eurocontrol
Centre at litaaatricht. AII this involves avionics, electronics and radar
techniques. The lead enjoycd by the united Kingdorn 20 - 30 years d9o,
immediately after World War II, has given way to a predominantly US
based technology. This influences not onry what goes into the cabin
of the aircraft,-EuE-To-the fact Lhat the usA buirds-6@-of civil
aircraft capacity, but npre specificarry much of the ground control
equipment. It is here that there is a need for a Eirrotrran induetrl.al, and
technological competence ta brder to work hand in lr{gtt sig1, that bitng.
davelopcd by thr indugtrior of rhe USA.
19. separaiion a.Eurance nlght arro bc improved tn rorm rr.a:
through the use of Airborne Collision Avoidance systems (/rC'AS) arrd Beacotr
Collision Avoidanee Systems (BCAS). fhe gfert disadvantage of an ACAS System
would be that aircraft equipped with such a system would be protected
only from collision with other similarly equipped aircraft. Another
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disadvantagi or ACAS is that it woutd require additionat *p"rr"i.r.
equitrxnent to be fitted into every aircraft.
As a result, work on
ACAS has now been dropped.

H:20. Developrnent of BCAS systems is now unden*ay, but again, mainly
\i'in the USA and under EBA direction, and, though not yet operational,
systems are being tested in the United Stqtes. The advantage of
a BCAS system is that all aircraft fitted with transponders and the Data
link would be provided wit h conflict informaticin through a ground
station (Beacon) that would automatically interrogate aII air traffic
enterirtg its area. As one ground station would be able to deal
with many aircraft, BCAS would be likely to be easier to implement than
ACAS. It seems to the Energy and Research Committee that initiatives and
the momentum for this are now concentrated in the USA, ard that. Europe,
in too many industrial fields, is becoming a sulc-contractor to US
technology. This aspect of the problem must be lthe subject of corunent
by the Conmission of the Egropean Communities. Airborne anticollision devices arc
tlot the only poesible means of collision avoidanee. Systems are under
developrent for implenentation in air traffic control centres which would be
captble of automatically predicting a conflict between the flight paths of aircrtft lnd automatically indleating the action to be taken to regolve the confliet.
21. Colliaion avoidance eystems such as BCAS though favoured by the United
States Federal Aviation Administration and the Arrerictn Airline Pilote' Association
(ALPA), Irrre their critice.
The responsibility for the tction required to avoid
a potential near mise aituation requires to be defined in vievr of debate on the
relative rolea to be played by the ATC unit and the piIot. It ean be argued
that the question of ensuring safe separation of aircraft must lie with the
controller in the air traffic eontrol un it, and if the control system is working
adequately near miss situations wiU ribt qrise. If, horrever, in spite of all
i
precautions taken in theATC unit, an incident aOcr-.rrlEc, it must rest with t}li
pilot to take whatever last minute emergency action'1:6'rcquired to avoid a
collision. ohriously adminigtretive and operational decisions on this must
be international, and will determine the equltrm€nt to be developed. It is
argued that such syatems, whlch are very cqtly both to dcvelop and then to
install', upuld not reeult in eufficient additional aafety to makc them
cogt efficient in Europe. This ls particularly true if the number of
aircraft movements in Europe does not increase perceptibry over the
noxt. l.o ycarrr. rt hae been argued that a large-scare lncreaae in
l{rrrtrlx'.ilr I t-,r I I t(r ltt()\/(rttt(!]ll s 9r.t-.tns unl ikely owirrr; to ]ack of aerodrontr}
rJfi't,'r',rD wlrlllr

lortl,l lattrl , atrrl tlnvit-rrntttentrrl c{)ttBlt..tit.llH,
lrrrrl..,tltr't.rfl
1,, l,rlrre lltrrllrttllltEr,
lrtlllr,llrrt
lnprtlntl lr1 ,Jr,t/bttrttrettln trlr altl,rrtl
altlltr,r lli,'n1 na 16/r, ll iltr lAr:k .,l- nlt lralf l(. ,_,rrlrl_rrll t,aprat. lty.
,l'lrts vjpW
is not- univers.:r 111' held, and some experts believe that the volume of
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air traf fic wilr continue b.o grow, even during the ilExt ten years.
rt is widely fert that, though the number of passengers and quantities
of freight might increase, the additional capacity would have to be
provided by the use of larger aircraft.
ft should also be remembered that
larger aircraft could mean more casualties in the event of an accident.
The Committee responsible for the report on, this subject might consider
the relative probability of casualties resulting from greater numbers
of smaller aircraft, or fewer large aircraft, using the worrd,s airspace.
22' work has been carried out on systems for

computer Aided Approach
Sequencing and Ground Movement Control,
and there is a need to review
this work to see if a line of research or deveropment
can be found which
would Iead to greater utilj_sation of existing

airports.

23' Colrision avoidance
might be more necessary in the American
"y"a.*"
context' rargely due to the greater number of'general aviation
aireraft
in the United States.
2'4- rn Europe, because of rimitations imposed by mititary
aviation and
the generar density of air traffic over a rerativery smalr
land_mass,
air corridors are narrow and tight contror by radar is imposed
in
controlled airspace from the ground. As a result, the strict
discipline
of European air traffic may welt be a factor in reducing the
risks of
mid-air collision. However this must raise the cost of
effect,ive Air
Traffic Control, and an assessment should Ue maAe.
2'5- Added to this, Europe is served by well-equipped air
traffic control
syatems that reduce the likerihood of collision to the minimum.
Increased efficiency of existing ATC systems, might
however provide
equally satisfactory resurts, at l0wer cost in the
European context.
26- The committee on Energy and Research feels that it would
be in the
i-nterests of European aviation to investigate the cost efficiency
of
collision avoidance system arrd any other new technique that
would
i-mprove safety, and feers that the commigsion, with
technicar and
economic expertise at its dis1rcsaI, would be the most
appropriate body
for the implementation of such a study.
To this Committee, there
does not seem to be a sufficientry effective coordinating
body adequatery
rePreaenting European interests, and this is a role that
the Commission
courd well take uppossibly drawing on the expertise
avairable in Eurocontror.
2rl. Added to this, the commission should take on a coord,inating
role
ensuring the compatibility of ATC equipment, partieularly
equipment
carried on aircraft from different countries. rt is this
committee,s
opinion that eompatibility is more important than standardisation.
Equipment must be able to "talk to" other equipment, .bnd
this is particurarry
important when considering equipment in the air traffic control
units which
are involved in the process of coordination between ad.jacent
units.
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III.

FIPh'

CONTROI, SYSTE}4S AND STRATEGIC PIANNING

28. In the United States, there is a nationwide flor control system, with
its Central Headquarters in Washington D.C., and twenty air route traffic control
centres, each identically equipped, throughout the U.S. ltris system can control
the flour of traffic over the whole country, and iE particularly useful when
traffic has to be diverted in the event of a major airport having to restrict
the number of aircraft landing.
29. A flow eontroller gives precise instructions to local centres
A flow controller
and regutat-es the ftow of long distance traffic.
would have an overall view of the general situation over a large
area such as t.he United States.
30. Europe has a form of flow control, by meana of contacts between
national ATC and airport authorities, and no aircraft can enter the
airspace of a control authority without authorisation to do so. The ICAO
question
European Air Ntvigation Planning GrouP, EANPG, is coneidering the
of nanaging the air traffic in such a way that Aeifyf-p'A:ffi-Ements nray be
avoided. sonc delay8 are occurring at the present tire due to the inability
of certain EuroPean air traffic control centres to handte the number of
aircraft movements which wiEh to operate through their airspace and could at
the present time be reduced through improved coordination between the centreg
concerned.

3L. Delays can occur with greater frequency in the summer months,
when airports which accept char$er and special flights.due to the tourist
trade become overcrowded. This can lead to delays througtrout Europe, with
consequent interference in other routes, mainly affecting scheduled flights,
as aircraft are unable to take off unless they have an airtrnrt on which
to land.
32. An Amerj-can-type flow control system would mean that pilots would
only need to contact one central authority rather than several national
authorities, in the event of frow controlring being necessar?. There is
a need for such a study of European Airspace and the first step should
come from the EEC as a resu1t of an initiative taken by the Commission.
Eurocontrol is already making triar applications of faet-time
circulation for improving the organisation of traffic flcnr -over mo.st of

weatern Europe.
33. Delays also occur on crossing points, where, for example, North_South
and East-West traffic crclrss. Such delays are aggravated by the necessity
of doubring vertic.l =epi,ration distances (from ro00 to 2000 feet) for
aircraft flying in the upPer part of the upper airspace (over 29,ooo feet)
owi-n<1 lr> tirr' la<:k <.rf prt:cLajr>n of r:xint:ing altimel-crs. Hcre jt strould bc
remarkr.cl l-h.r t. i ncrr_,;rsecl al t.imster trccur;rcy woulc1 lead to more ef fective
utilisation of airspace at crossing points.
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34. De1ays on the ground lead to lack of efficiency, and delays in the air
result in considerable waste of fuel. Efficiency could be increased and
fuel saved by improving the situation at points where trafflc is congested and
by a more efficient European flor control syeten jusdging by the e:q>erienee
reported from the USA, to deal with delays caueed by congest,ion or other
lnpedirents to J-anding at affected airporte. At preoent European nationg'afe urnrilling
to accept an American-style central flow control system with authority,
as it would interfere with the sovereignty of national Air Traffic Control
systems. The Committee on Energy and Research urges the Committee on
Rsgional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport to consider the utility
and feasibility of a Europan flow-control authority.
35. In addition to er<panding ATC capacity the concept of'sirategic planning
of flight,s might be examined, so aa to determine whether or not a system of
air trafflc management can be evolved which would inerease, perhaps considerably,
,the efficiency of the use of the airspace.
36. careful tactical planning also can hetp to increase safety and
efficiency. Your draftsman calls on the Committee on Regional policy,
Regionar Pranning and Transport to consider the optimum mechanism..
for and organisation of tactical planning. Eurocontrol is also studying possible
improvenent of both strategic and tactical planning.
IV. THE EUROOONTROL QUESTION
3q. The broad question of Eurocontrol, and the drafting of the new
Eurocontrol Convention to replace the existing agreement which wiIl
expire in 1983, is outside the terms of reference of this Committee.
The Energy and Research Committee should ask the Committee on Regional
Po1icy, Regional Planning and Transport to take steps to determine the
content of any new Eurocontrol Convention, and make certain that this
Convention, whilst recognizing the national desires to operate Air Traffic
Control Stations under national control, also realises !h9t,_ parlicular-Iy
for srnall countries, advantage can be gained from joint international centres,
as witnessed by the existing Eurocontrol- centre at Maastricht serving the upper
airspace of Belgium, Luxemburg and North Germany, and that there is an
important role for coordinated Air Tiaffic frow systems throughout Europe.
Eurocontrol does,moreover, have an experinrental centre at Bretigny (France).
Your draftsman is of the opinion that the experimental role of Elrroeontrol
should be strengthened by its new convention and that Eurocontrol might
have a eoordi-nating rore to prevent dupri-cation of research, and
calrs
upon the committee on Regionar policy, Regional pranning and Transport
to incor;rcrate into its motion for a resolution a paragraph to this
e ffect.
38' Eurocontror could arso herp to coordinate Air Traffic Flow'throughout
Europe, and the committee on Regional Policy, R6glonat pranning and rransport
might consider investigating the feasibirity of this, and possibly, pressing
for the inclusion of a section to this effect in the new Eurocontror
Convention. Your draftsman recommends that the 6pinjgns of user
organisations
and the rnternational civil Aviation organisation ehourd
be sought on this
eubject, and the attention of ECAC called to this.
PE 50.962/fin.
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CoNCLUSIONS

39. The Committee on Energy and Research believes that the Commission
of the European Corununities should study the advisability and cost.
efficiency of different systems for improving air safety, to determine
if any system would result in sufficient increased safety, in the
European context, to justify the costs involved.
40. The Council wiLl probably set up a Group to investigate what initiatives
would be of benefit to the Conununity in the field of civil aviation. $t would study
t,he aPPllcatlon of the Treaty to Civil Aviation, as well as the effects of the
European Court of JuetLce's ruling on Article 84 of the EEC Treaty.
The Commission is at Present elaborating an action prograrrure based

on the five pointe dcaling with clvil Air Traneportrtion ln the Spinelti report.

ftre Comnlttee on Energy and Research notes $rith approval that the
Conrniesion intende to launch a long term Community research progranme
covering all sectors of civil aviation, and in particular:

-

alrframe
aero engines
helicopters

avionics and equiprcnt
research infrastructures (that could be jointly operated, such as
wind tunnels)

The Commission has been in touch with industry and the governmentE of
the Menber States in this fie1d.

In the short term, the Corunission intends to earry out work in the
ficlds of (1) helicopters, and (2) airframe materials. Becauge of
structural difficulties within the civil aviation industry, the Commission
has, up to novr, been unabl-e to establish research priorities in the
equipment and avionics sector. work in this direction is at preaent
proceeding satisfactoraly, and the corunission hopes to estabrish a
cooperation programme during the course of 1978.
41. This Committee would like to suggest to the comiittee responsible
for the report on this topic that a study of air traffic management, planning
control techniques to reduce the risk of mid-air collisions, be
undertaken.

42. There is also need for further research in the follovring fields:
-

tl're use of increased automation
conflict prodletlon rnd rcaolutlon
performance predictlon - cllmb and deacent traJcctorles
data link using an ADSEL/DABS system
wake vortex prediction and destruction
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and

-

computer assisted approach sequencing
computer assisted ground movement control

area navigation systems
advanced approach and landing systems
SToL^TOL

aircraft

as werl- asr research into the boordination of flight planning and
management.

43.

Itre exchange of information on accidents is of inrportance for al-I those
concerned with safety in av-iqtion. Nevertheless many carriers refuse to submit reports to the IATA Safety Information Exchange. This is because any document which an airline might submit to the scheme would be er<posed to discovery by the col+rts and would be considered evidence of what took place
and of what corrective action had been taken. If such stepe were found to be
wrorrg or ina(lequate, then that alrline could be expoaed by heavy liability
Payments by the courts, in the event of a claim resultlng from the acctdent.
Such a situation must be remedied at international level, ord the committee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport might consider this
problem.

{*j, The Committee on Energ'y and Research has consistently stressed
the importance of coordinating all aspects of European reEearch so
as to eliminate unnecessary duplication. Indirect and concerted actions in
the field of Air Traffic Control and navigational ayatema are to be encouraged.
This Committee feels that the Commissionts services have a useful role to play
1n this respect, as haa Eurocontrol. The,Committee also believes that the
Commlcglon rhould u5o igs influence to lneurs r Elrangthonlng of Eurocontrolra
functlon ar a coordtnator of ATC r.r.lrch, rnd ln thr orgnnllrtlon of trafflo flw,
ln tha convaltlon to bc n gotiat.d.
4ii.' The Comrnittee on Energy and Research alBo calls on the Comrittee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport to consider the
further implerentatlon of ground collision avoidance- syetems aa an adjunct to a
properly tlevelopedl alr traffic control system.
45. This Committee urges the Corunittee on Rsgional Policy, Regional
planning and Transtrrcrt to organise a hearing to which representatives
of both Civil and Military Air Traffic Control services, as weII as
representatives of government transport !,linistrsies, airlines and air
pilot organisations, would be invited. 'Such a hearing could help to
lllustrate the ways civil and. military air traffic manogement systems
gre orgiurised, and the degnees of coordination and integration *tich
nlght be porciblc.
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41.. AfterrardE; an open- forum shauld be orEanlzec-tnvot\r:lng guver:runent
traneport and aviation minietriea, airlinea, alrcraft rnanufaEturars, the
e'leetronice and avionice induatry - namely eub-contraetora to tha
aerolpace induatry concarncd wlth ATC cqulpucnt, odrrfj aviatlon authoritlcc
and airport authorities, to revim thc pr&lem and to flnd out who should
take the initiative for coordination in Euronp. This request ghould be put,
by the committee on Regional Policy, Reglonaf p)Irrnfng and Transport, to the
Council of l,tinisters to support.
48. Your draftsman hopes that the committee responsible for the
report on this subject will make contact with the relevant Committee
of the council of Europe, so that it could present its views, through
the council of Europe, to the governments of nineteen EuroPean
nations. Your draftsman also suggests that safety in Air Traffic
control should be the subjeet of the Annual meeting becween the
European Parliament and the Council of EuroPe. Ttre imtrrcrtance and
urgency of this problem reinforces the need to put pressure on as
many governments as trnssible to take lnsitive action'
49. The committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
is requested to caII on the Commission to formulate a Research and
Development programme to suptrnrt the European Avionics and Electronics
industry in the development of airborne and ground equipment for
Air Traffic Control and aircraft safety, ,including ground collision avoidance systems and more accurate altimeters for use at higher altitudes'
50. The CommitLee on Energry and Research requests the Committee on
Regional Poticy, Regional Planning and Transport to consider the
possibility of Community aid to associated states in the Third hlorld,
through, perhaps, the EuroPean Development Fund, for the dissemination
of knowledge about suitable air traffic control equipment and for
the developmenE of ATC systems specifically designed for local
conditions. The Comunity body responsible for the coordination of
air tnaffic control research might also be given the power to act as
consultants for, and, possibly, proPose outline designs for ATC
systems for Associated states in the Ttrird world. this committee
believes that the Commission should, by its research and develoPment
programmes, helP EuroPean industry to develop Air Traffic Control
systems suitable for the Third World countries. Iqoreover the need
for training technicians and controllers to maintain and operate such
equipment must not be overlooked, and in this field Eurocontrol,
under a new Convention, could also have a role to play.
In conclusion, the Committee on Energy and Research stresses the
need for a political will on thc paft of the governments of the Member
States to work together ln close coordination with the q,Ppropriate international bodiec. without guch a will real progrees in the field of air
safety cannot be made.

5I.
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ANT{EX

organisations with which Mr .Tohn H osborn has held meetings in connection
with his Opinion on Safety in Air Traffic Control

l.

Air Traffic Control Centre - West Dravton
Mr Jellett,

Iv1r

Field

2. British Airvrays
l,!r Ratledge

3. Commission of the European Communities
Dr Ktlhne, Mr Valentin, Mr Bo1, Mr Sorensen
4. Eurocontrol - Brussels
l.!r Bulin (Director General) and Mr Stewart
5. Eurocontrol Centre - Karlsruhe
Colonel Mieth, I'1r Massie , Nlr ZeLLer, Mr
6. European Civil Aviation Cohfcrencc

Ward

Iilr Ropars

7. International Air Transport Assoe.iation
I{r Kershaw, Regionat Technical Director-Europe;
Mr Zehnder, Chairman, European Technical panel;
l,lr Pimpinelli, Vice-Chairman, European Technical panel;
Mr St,rauss, Advisor

8. International Civil Aviation Oroanisation
lilr l,tontgomerie, Mr Berger, Mr Sperring, Mr Veres
'9. International Federation of Air Line pilots AsEociationg
10. U.K. Civil Aviation AuthoriLv
Lord Boyd-CarPenter, Air lilarehal Sir fvor Broom, Air Vice lrlarshal Pedder,

lilr Morris

'

11. U.K. National Air Traffic Services
Air Vice Marshal pedder
L2. U.S. Federal Aviation A&inietration
Mr P. Petersen and !1r D.C. Neiner
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